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SPECIFICATION OF PRODUCTION LIGHTING 

CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE NATIONAL THEATRE 

SECTION l· INTRODUCTION 

1. 1. This specification details the requir.ements for the two production 
lighting control systems for the Upper and Lower Theatres of the 
National Theatre building, Upper Ground, London S. E 1. 

1. 2 The specific<ttion has been prepared to enable the manufacturers of 
intensity I'!l:e~-;4ory systems to submit tenders for equipment which 
will fulfil the. requirements given in the specification and which 
can be accommodated within the physical parameters of the building. 
As such it is only intended to be definitive on matters such as 
operational features, panel layouts, physical form, etc and does not 
define methods of achieving the facilities. 

1. 3 Both the systems are required to be the same although they will 
differ in the number of operational c .=.rcuits. The system specified 
is different from all presently manufactured inte:nsity memory systems 
in order to include some additional facilities which will be advantageous 
to the Client in heavy repertoire working and also to take advantage 
of the present sta.te of electronic technology. 

1. 4 The work called for is the detailed design, manufacture, supply, 
installation, testing and commissioning of all the equipment specified. 

1. 5 Tenderers are wel come to make suggestions as to the methods of 
achieving the new features proposed and to indicate alter.native 
approaches. Any queries arising should be raised with the 
consultants before the date for the submission of tenders. 

1. 6 The equipment and installation shall be in accordance with the 
relevant Technical Conditions of ~ontract issued by the Consultants 
for the National Theatre. . 
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1. 7. It is presently proposed that the equipment installation shall be 
placed part as a sub-contract through the Main Contractor, Sir Robert 
McAlpine and Sons Ltd and part as a direct contract from the South 
Bank Theatre Board. The hardware such as dimmer racks, patching 
equipment and similar items would be supplied as part of the 
building contract, but the electronic control equipment a .. d panels, etc, 
would be installed after the building contract and in the furnishing 
period. Tenderers may assume that such a division will apply and that 
that the sub-contract will be in accordance with section 3 of the 
.General Conditions of Contract, while the Direct Contract will be 
subject to IEE/ llvlechE Model Form of Contract (Form A - Home Contract 
with Erection). The commissioning and testing of the complete 
installation will oo included in the Direct Contract. 

1. 8. The Consultants drawings supplied with the spec~fication have been 
prepared to indicate the type and layout of equipment required and 
to act as a guide to the conditions on site. Special attention must be 
paid to the limited physical space for control and dimmer equipment 
and to the limitation of noise from equipment. The tender er shall 
prepare detailed dra~gs of equipment which cannot be described by 
standard literature, and these shall be approved by the Consultants 
before manufacture commences. 

1. 9. The tenderer shall supply with his tender a proposed layout for the 
dimmer and contactor racks in each dimmer room and indication of 
the trunking routes he would propose between the existing trunking 
and each of his items of equipment. 

I. 10. This specification and drawings is the property and copyright of 
Theatre Projects Consultants Ltd. and previously unpublished ideas 
and principles included therin shall not be disclosed to a third 
party or used other than in a contract arising directly from this 
enquiry by the sub-contractor or others without the prior permission 
in writing of the Consultants which shall not be unreasonably witheld. 

1. 11. Where not otherwise stated the contractor or sub-contractor shall 
supply all items of equipment mentioned including those parts which 
although not enumerated are, by implication or standard good 
practice, 1!-.ecessary for the complete and satisfactory commissioning 
and operation of the installation. 

1. 12. It is envisaged that a number of additional push buttons and thE·ir 
approp'.date back-up electronics may be required in excess of tJ·ose 

shown on the drawings to comply with the specification and . the 
tenderers shall ensure that they have included for all facilities 
mentioned, or have specifically excluded certain described facilities. 

1. 13. Tenderers may wish to involve an audio sub-contractor ·to design 
the modulation equipment (see section 4. 8. ). 
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SECTION 2: GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED 

The tenns 'circuit' or 'circuits' are to imply both singular and 
plural and shall refer to the control circuits within the lighting 
system controlling a socket, groups of sockets or all the constituent 
sockets used in a cue, or gr·oup. 

A SOCKET shall be an outlet or pair of outlets fed from a dimmer, 
either directly or via a switching device. 

A MEMORY is one of the nwnbered units of storage of the system 
capable of recording circuits, intensities and times. 

A CUE is a recorded memory consisting of circuits, intensities and 
times and on recall all the circuits and intensities are reproduced as 
recorded. 

A GROUP is a recalled memory in which modified circuits or intensities 
remain as previously modified a.nd move in their .new relationship. For 
example CUE 69 is recalled and circuit 201 is raised from 4 to 7. On 
recall. as a GROUP circuit 20 l would come at 7, while on recall as a CUE 
it would come o.n at 4. 

The term 'highest takes precedence' sh!'l-11 indicate that when two or more 
controllers are contributing to a state of lighting the circuit responds to the 
higher level selected. 

BISTABLE PUSH BUTTON. All the push buttons on the 1Panel are 
to be momentary contact, ie: they return to their stable position when 
pressure is removed. Reference to a BISTABLE action indicates that 
the state invoked by the operation of the push but ton is maintained electronically 
until a second press resets it. 
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S E CT TON 3: BAS ·c CONCEPTS 

3. 1 Recent times have seen the de.,,;.elopment of a number of 'memory' 
lighting control systems, all offering varying facilities for ' 
instantaneous recording of dimmer levels and their subsequent 
playback. The lighting control described in this specification 
attempts to build upon these advances and provide a system with 
improved facilities aimed at satisfying the requirements of lighting 
design as far as they can be foreseen. 

3. 2 Once the problems of dimmer level recording and playback are solved 
the following areas require improvement. 

3. 2. 1 

3. 2. 2 

,Lighting compositions will no longer be built through the 
process of ba 1..ancing individual channels alone, but also 
by freely mixing groups of channels. 
THE LIGHTING OPERATOR REQUIRES EQUAL ACCESS 
to CHANNELS and PREMIXED GROUPS OF CHANNELS. 

Lighting design has been described as 'painting with light'. 
However, light in nature is never still. Light moves 
with time and light~ng de.sign might be more accurately 

described as 'painting with light in time. ' As m e mory 
systems remove the ch are of presetting and lessen the 
possibility of operator error, the probability of the 
increase in frequency and complexity i n timing of cues 
grows. Drama ebbs and flows in time as the story 
is unfolded to its audience; light used in theatre should 
be increasingly fluid. 
THE LIGHTING OPERATOR REQUIRES INCREASED 
PROVISION FOR SUBTLE TIME CONTROL AND 
VARIATION. HE SHALL BE IN COMPLETE COMMAl'fD 
OF THE PROCESS AND ABLE TO BE THE HUMAN LINK 
BETWEEN THE LIVE ACTION ON STAGE AND THE 
LIGHTING, AND THUS ABLE TO FOLLOW EACH 
PERFORMANCE WITH ITS INDIVIDUAL AND PERHAPS 
UNEXPECTED VARIATIONS. 
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3.2.4 

3. 2. 5 
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Another aspect of the relationship between lighting and time 
is speed of access. Lighting should be capable of 
manipulation extremely quickly. This leads to the demand 
for a control system that can be played like a musical 
instrument, that can allow improvisation both in rehearsal 
and performance; that can capture the visual effects and 
nuances of light and ~ them in accompaniment to the 
dramatic action. 
THE LIGHTING OPERATOR MUST I-f.AVE A HEAD UP, 
FINGER TIP CONTROL WITHIN FOREARM REACH. THE 
CONTROL MUST BE AN INSTRUMENT TO BE PLAYED 
"WHILE THE OPERATOR CONCENTRATES UPON THE 
STAGE. 

The relationship between the lighting designer and his 
operator should be extremely close; and where possible 
the roles combined. The control should allow, without 
undue complication, the maximum degree of operator 
initiative and variation of method of operation. 
THE LIGHTING OPERATOR SHOULD BE ALLOWED THE 
GREATEST POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF INITIATIVE AND 
CREATIVE FLEXIBILITY IN OPERATION. THE 
OPERATOR'S ROLE SHOULD BE CREATIVE AND NOT 
MECHANICAL. 

In a repertory theatre the problems of organising lighting 
to a high standard become complex. Taking into account 
the present state of the art, and the state of luminaire 
development, the following approach to organisation must 
be adopted, assuming two or three productions to be staged 
per day with full and accurate lighting. 

A. A proportion of the lighting installation shall be 
permanently rigged and focussed to standard positions. 
(Some part of th.es e to be equipped with remote 
colour change). 

B. A proportion of the installation shall be permanently 
rigged and equipped with remote focus and positional 
control. (This will be limited in quantity by economics). 

C. The remainder of the installation shall be focussed for 
each production and dedicated to it. 

D. The absolute minimum number of instruments shall 
be specially rigged for any individual production. 
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E. All the above will contribute to a SATURATION RIG from 
which instrume.nts will be chosen or PATCHED for each 
production with the greatest possible ~reedom and 
PATCHED or REMOTELY CONTROLLED as rapidly 
and with as little labour as possible. 
THE OPERATOR SHALL BE ABLE TO SELECT ANY 
SOCKET (FROM A SATURATION RIG) AND OPERATE IT 
INDIVIDUALLY OR TOGETHER WITH OTHER SOCKETS 
AS HE MIGHT REQUIRE. 

3. 3 Constituent Parts 

The basic constituents of the control system are as follows:-

3. 3. 1 

3.3.2 

PALETTES 
PLAYBACKS 
MIMICS 
together with: 

Remote Control Panel 
Automatic Modulation Panel 

PALETTES 

Lighting compositions shall be built up from 
individual circuits or groups of pre-rnixed circuits 
on LIGHT PALETTES . Each palette shall include 
a numerical selector to call up {and operate 
optionally) sockets or groups and a level control 
wheel. The operator shall be able to hold up to 
five 'pieces' of lighting on each palette at any one 
time for comparative balancing or for any other 
purpose. 
The system shall include two palettes which shall 
be identical. 

PLAYBACKS 

Once lighting compositions have been recorded as 
CUES they will normally be operated on one of the 
Playback Units. These allow recorded cues or 
combinations of cues to be 

Crossfaded 
Moved upwards 
Moved downwards 
Raised to full 
Dim.med out etc . 
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The playbacks may be operated in two modes· -

AUTOMATIC This provides push button operation 
instantaneously or to a time that can be prerecorded 
with the rue or preset by the operator on a control 
wheel.. MANUAL. This allows the operator to use 
the playback control wheels as manual masters t9 directly 
control the n1ovement of any cue or combination of cues. 

PALETTES AS OPERATIONAL SUB-MASTERS 

3. 3. 3. 1 The palettes described in 3. 1 above may also 
be used as sub-masters to provide greater 
sensitivity or complexity of timing than that which is 
provided by the two playbacks units. Ea ch of the 
subsidiary controllers (4 to each plaette) can be 
used as a sub-master or cut-store, subservient to 
or independent of the stage, to operate any recorded 
cue (or combination) required. The fifth controller 
associated with the numerical selector may be used 
as a master fader of the palette. 

3. 3. 3. 2 Each palette may be used as an operational sub
master in either the AUTOMATIC or MANUAL MODES. 
In the former the speed at which the fade in or out 
will take place is either prerecorded with the cue 
or preset on the control wheel. With the latter, 
operation of the control wheel will bring in or take 
out the cue selected. 

3. 3. 3. 3 Each controller may be selected to MODULATE the 
cue or combination of cues selected to it. ':'his 
connects the lighting so selected to a subsidiary 
control panel that will modulate the intensity of the 
light automatically as required. The stimulae of this 
modulation may either be a chosen audio source or a 
prerecorded source prepared for the particular 
effect required; or a combination of both. 

MIMIC DISPLAYS 

3. 3. 4. 1 . The lighting installations have been so numbered that 
the socket numbers denote the position of the outlet 
in the theatre. For example, socket 681 in the 
Lower Theatre indicates that it is in the 6th zone 
(the downstage area) the 8th position (ladder stage 
left) and is the number 1 lamp. 
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3. 3. 6 

3.3.4.2. 

3. 3. 4. 3 . 
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The mimic displays are to be in the form of video 
display units using alphanumeric characters. These 
are mounted above the operational panels and below 
th.e operator 1 s sightline to the stage. Th e lower 
part of the screens will at all times show the use 
to which the controllers are being put. 

The upper part of the screens can be selected to 
display: 

(a) The State of the Stage {or any cue or store) 
This will list all channels in use and give their 
intensity. It can also show a wr"itten 
description of the cue if so recorded, eg: 
CUE 72 Foggy day. 
071 - 5 147 - F 
077 - 3H 193 - 2 

{b) A list of Cues recorded and their verbal 
description 
This is of particular use to the designer or 
director who prefers not to work numerically. 
It would allow a considerable amount of 
lighting to be built up by using groups chosen 
from their verbal description eg: 

071 
072 
073 

Warm UL 
Warm UC 
Warm UR 

131 Blue X US 
132 Blue X CS 
133 Blue X DS 

Rehearsal Panel 

For early lighting rehearsals a stalls control shall be 
provided which shall consist of one PALETTE unit and one 
MIMIC VDU . 

Designers Portable Panel 

For focussing or for designer's modification in dress 
rehearsal condition, a pocket size numerical selector shall 
allow access to or modification of any socket or group fr.om 
any position in the theatre, if possible by radio signal. 
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3. 4 Remote patching 

One of the essential differences between the system described and 
existing systems is the reduction of the conventional PATCH function to 
the sel.ection of sockets by number from the control desk. 

3. 4.1 

3.4.2 

It is required that up to 2 50 circuits in the Lower Theatre 
and up to 300 circuits in the Upper Theatre be capable of 
use, either for setting or for playback, at any one time. 
~hus for one cross-fade or lighting change these totals may 
be used, and any of the installed sockets in the theatre up to 
this maximu.in may be called up for inclusion in a cue or . 
lighting change. 

Every socket in the theatre is therefore available for use in 
each cue and its use in that cue will be recorded along with its 
intensity. Thus special equipment used only for a single effect 
does not tie up valuable channels as in conventional systems, 
and changes of patching in repertoire are carried out by the 
lighting control system. Additionally the full rig of luminaires 
is available to the lighting designer for each cue. 
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SECTION 4: GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

4. I OUTLETS AND LOOPING 

4 . 1. 1 

4. 1. 2 

4 . 1. 3 

4. 1. 4 

The production lighting layout in each theatre has been 
designed specifically to meet the requirements of reper t oire 
working and has been further refined in order to limit the 
the patching requirements. The layouts (904/ 240 and 
904/ 241 ) both consist of two types of dimmer output 
circuit: direct and parallel. Two sizes of dimmer have been 
used 5Kw and 2t Kw. 

The direct outlets are wired directly to their respective 
dimmers, and only one outlet combination 
can be fed from each dimmer. The parallel circuits are to 
employ contactors or solid state AC switches on the output of 
each dimmer such that either one, two, or three outlet 
combinations can be fed from the dimmer. The idea is that 
these outlets would generally be alternatives, but that in the 
event of the individual loads being less than the dimmer 
capacity, either two or three of the outlets can be switched 
on and used together. 

This method of paralleling outlets has been designated 
LOOPING and another facility of the system is to loop up 
control circuits in order to control two or more dimmers and 
their outlets together. For example a number of cyclorama 
units may be plugged in a variety of rutlets but the system will 
be instructed to handle all of the relevant dimmers as one 
circuit. Th is is control level LOOPING and is intended to 
reduce the number of adaptors and extension leads used. 

Apart from the facilities for power LOOPING on the dimmer 
side of the installation, the dimmers are expected to be 
reasonably conventional with the addition o~ s~parate fusing 
for the two sections of a 5Kw feed. The space available in 
the dimmer rooms is limited as the original design used less 
dimmers. For dimmer and switching details, see Section 6. 
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-1:. 2. THE PALETTES 

4 . 2. 1. 

4. 2. 2. 

Each palette consists of a .number selection panel, a mode 
selector panel, some ancillary function buttons and five 
encoder wheels each with a set of function buttons. 

Mode selection pushes 

4.2.2.1. 

4.2.2.2. 

4.2.2.3. 

4.2.2.4. 

The mode selection panel has 12 active buttons in a 
group of 4 x 2 and 4 mounted above the numerical 
selector. The top row, A, B, C, D, switch 
the palette to operate on one of the playback stores; 
A and C being stage stores and B and D being preset 
stores. Pushes A, B, C, D, are bistable, 
electrically mutually exclusive and illuminated when 
selected. 

The method of contributing to the selected store, 
or operating in relation to other controls, is set 
up on the ne.xt row IND, HI, LA. These pushes 
are also bistable, electrically mutually exclusive and 
illuminated when selected. HI indicates 'highest 
takes precedence', LA 'latest takes precedence' and 
IND that the panel is operati.ng independently of the 
selected store: ie, the circuits controlled will o,nly 
obey the palette settings. 

Where the same circuit or circuits are controlled 
from two positions in INDEPENDENT mode, the 
LATEST of the independent controls shall have effect, 
except that where a part of a group or cue is 
controlled independently of the group, that part will 
only answer to its own controller. 

The top row of the number selection pushes is 
used in conjunction with the numerical selector 
to call up a socket (SKT) or a group (GROUP) or a 
cue (CUE). A further button is used to loop outlets . 
(or control circuits). The pushes SKT, GROUP 
and CUE are bistable and illuminated when selected: 
they are mutually exclusive If a socket is to be 
looped to another the sequence of selection would 
be to select SKT followed by the mnn.ber required 
and then to press LOOP followed by the next socket 
number, and then LOOP and so on. On selection 
of a previously looped circuit, LOOP wiil. 
illuminate indicating this: if LOOP is pressed. in 
this condition, the selected socket will be separated 
from the others in that loop, and the button 
illumination will go out. 
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4. 2. 2. 6. 

4.2.2.7. 
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The power looping described earlier is made 
necessary by economics. The layouts of the two 
theatres contain some permanently looped circuits 
in which o.ne dimmer feeds up to 3 separate socket 
combinations. Each socket combination has a discrete 
.number, eg: 201,303, 405 might be fed from the same 
dimmer. 

If circuit 201 is called up when 303 and 405 are not in 
use, the appropriate contactor closes and the dimmer 
is controlled as 201. If at the time of selecting 303, 
201 is in use the PARA (parallel} indicator lights up 
and the system buzzes. If the dimmer will not be 
overloaded by feeding 201 and 303 together the operator can 

press LOOP and link the two together. This action 
will be repeated eac!i time one or the other is called 
up as they will not always be required to operate 
together. Once recorded in a memory they will 
continue to appear looped on recall, PARA and LOOP 
will be illuminated and .no bleep will occur. A 
second press on LOOP while illuminated will disconnect 
the socket then selected. 

Cues will be used as well as individual circuits for 
balancing and mixing as described earlier and this 
panel will enable them to be called up, either as 
CUES, i.n which individual circuits retain their 
recorded levels, or as GROUPS, in which modified 
circuits or intensities remain as last modified and in 
their new relationship. 
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Number Selection Pushes 

4. 2. 3. 1 The number selection panel contains 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, & 9 in the conventional layout and in addition 
F for FULL (dimmer at maximum output), H fo:· HALF; 

I 

decimal point, @, + and - and in addition +l and -1 an< 
CLEAR. 

4. 2. 3. 2 The number selection shall work on the principle that 
· the first digit selected takes the unit space, the 

second digit selected moves the unit figure into the 
tens position and inserts itself as the unit and the 
third digit moves the other two to the left and puts 
itself in the units figure. Thus 342 could become 
423 by the selection of a 3. Non-significant zeros 
do not require setting. 

4. 2. 3. 3 This panel contains the additional push buttons in order 
to enable it to be used for rapid setting of levels 
as well as selecting sockets, groups or cues: Thus 
to put socket 13 to FULL: 

SKT 13 @ F 
and if 15 was to be put to . 3 (30% of dimmer output) 

SKT 15 @ 3 
Note that @ includes an implied decimal point. 

4. 2. 3. 4 When it is necessary to alter the setting of a socket 
this may be done by a s i.milar selection: 

SKT 15 @ 3 + 2 
would set 15 to level 5. The + and - signs include 
decimal points when they are used after an @ . 

· Thus SKT 15 @ 3 + 2 - l would set socket 15 to 
level 4. 
The .H button enables level settings of half a point 
to be included: 

SKT 16 @ 6H 
ancl f.:Jr such ha.1.£ setting..; to be added or subtracted: 

SKT 16 @ 4 - l + H 

4. 2. 3. 5 If a number of sockets need to be set to the same 
levels but are not . to be looped together, the + 
button is used. This will put them all to the 
selected level but on recalling a circuit only that one 
will be controlled. (No decimal point is implied by 
the plus sign). 

SKT l 7 + 18 + 19 @ 8 
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4. 2. 3. 6 The system will onlv accept a single digit or a 
digit followed by a H after an @. Thus, although SKT 
may be reselected between operations the following 
shall be acceptable to the system and shall set 
sockets 107' 103, 110 & 111 to appropriate levels: 

SKT 10 7 @ F 10 3 @ 6 - 1 +2 110 + i 11 •31 9 
112 @ 3 

4. 2. 3. 7 The buttons +l and -1 shall be used to select the 
numerically succeeding or preceding socket, group 
or cue. 
Thus SKT 121 @ 6 (+l) @ 7 (+l) @6 would set 
sockets 121, 122 and 123. \Vhere the a.1mber sequence 
is discontinuous or includes an independant socket, 
+l or -1 shall pass on to the next dimmed socket. 

4. 2. 3. 8 The decimal point itself is not used for setting 
levels but only for the creation of fill-i n memories 
in a cue sequence: 27, 27. 1, 27. 2, 28 etc. This 
is e>q>lained under the cue selector, which is used for 
selecting the record memory. The point appears on 
these selectors for recall purposes. 

4. 2. 3. 9 Groups and cues may be added on recall in the same 
way as sockets but whereas sockets may ·not be 
subtracted (SKT 121 - 3 is illogical), groups and 
cues may be subtracted: GROUP 121 - (implied 
GROUP) 3 will remove these sockets which are above 
zero setting in Group 3 from Group 121. Similarly 
SOCKETS may be subtracted or added to a group or 
cue: GROUP 7 - SKT 14 @ 6. 

4. 2. 3. 10 If a wrong selection is made of SKT, GROUP, CUE 
or a number the selector panel may be wiped clear 
by pressing CLEAR. It is not necessary to use 
CLEAR if a wrong level is selected as repres$ing @ 
will enable a new level to be set, or + and - r:-... ay 
be used. If a level has been set CLEAR is 
effectively OFF except that it removes the selected 
circuits from the wheel, rather than just setting them 
to zero. 

4.2.3.11 Sockets ending 111 zero, such as 230, 340, represent 
switched-only circuits and are controlled either 
by contactors or sol id state AC switches. When 
such a socket is selected it can only be set to either 
ON or OFF. As well as being indicated as 
switched-only {SWO) on the VDU the F and 0 buttons 
on the number selection pushes illuminate to stress 
the only two settings possible. It is not possible to 
set switched-only circuits on the wheel, but where 
they are included in a cue which is faded in 
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automatically or manually they will switch on at the 
beginning of a fade-in and switch off at the end of a 
fade-out. Where an action other than this is 
required they must be recorded as a follow-on cue, 

Setting Controls 

4. 2. 4. 1 

4.2.4.2 

4.2.4.3 

As soon as the .number of a . socket, group or cue 
is selected it immediately comes under control 
of the first e.ncoder wheel, or can be set to a level 
as described above. The wheel will control the 
socket, group or cue displayed and part selection 
will result i.n the wrong number being operated. If 
on calling SKT 761 only SKT 76 is pressed then the 
wheel will operate on socket 76. The addition of 1 
will convert the socket to 761 which can then be 
controlled. Normal actio.n will be to PARK or 
reselect SKT, GROUP or CUE before selecting a 
number. 

The functions of this wheel are controlled by a set 
of 9 button in a 3 x 3 matrix. Generally the 
encoder wheel will set the level of the last item or 
items selected on the numerical selector, taki.ng it 
from the level at which it is, or if it is not i.n use, 
from zero. However, if a .number of circuits are 
being called up to arou.nd the same setting, this 
level can be set on the wheel and the SET ALL push 
invoked. This is a momentary action push, elect
rically converted to a push-push action, illuminated 
when active. Any circuits . 5elected when it is active · 
will go to the level set and can the.rt be altered from 
that level o.n the wheel. The change made for each 
item will not affect the level set which will apply 
to other circuits selected until the push is pressed 
again. 

The OFF push will set to zero any circuits selected, 
but the wheel is still in operation and may be used to 
bring them in again. A second OFF operation will 
return the circuits to their previous levels u.nle s s 
they have bee.n faded i.n to any level above ·zero. 
OFF is illuminated whe.n applicable. 
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4. 2.4.4 A reselection of SKT, GROUP or CUE or a new 
number on the numerical selector will clear the 
wheel by PARKING the circuits onto the store 
selected on the mode selection panel. Th.is action 
can be pre-er:-;.pteG. by pressing PARK and the 
selected circuits are moved, at the levels set 
on the . wheel or by the numerical selector, if these 
are the applicable levels, to the control of the 
appropriate playback. 

4. 2. 4. 5 The circuits on the wheel may be flashed to full by 
pressing FLASH. This is a momentary action, 
non-illuminated push. If circuits to be located are 
on at a high level the OFF push may be pressed: a 
second push will reinstate them exactly as th~y were. 

4. 2. 4. 6 When a selection of circuits are being set on the 
wheel or numerical selector it is possible to reset 
them to their last recorded level by pressing LAST. 
Thus the adjusting of a luminaire which is found to be 
no improvement can be cancelled and the socket set 
back to its previously recorded level. 1£ SET ALL 

4. 2.4. 7 

is invoked it would be to this level, and where no 
level has been recorded, to zero. 

The push buttons indicated as ©and 0 are for use 
with the TRANSFER buttons on the f rur sub-masters 
and are to enable SOCKETS, GROUPS and CUES to 
be added or subtracted into and from the sub
master s. Their functinn will be explained under the 
sub-master description . They are non-illuminated, 
momentary action buttons. 

4. 2. 4. 8 The button labelled NO LIGHTS allows the setting 
panel to be used to select circuits at zero and to 
prevent any accidental on-stage adjustment of such 
circuits by the wheel or numerical selector. 
NO-LIGHTS however does not apply and will not 
illuminate when the panel is in a HI mode and 
control of circuits is taken from the output stores 
to the setting panel. 

In IND or LA a number of selected circuits may be 
transferred to a sub-master and individually faded 
in as required on cue. NO-LIGHTS is a 
momentary action, bistable, illuminated push. 
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The remaining push is an illuminated, bistable 
push labelled MASTER. This converts the function 
of the wheel to that of an overall master on the 
four sub-masters, such that no change in lighting 
occurs on switching to master or on switching 
back to normal function. Thus the overall level 
of a number of sockets and groups may be adjust~d. 
While MASTER is invoked all the other pushes 
except SET ALL and IAST retain their normal 
functions and can be used with numerical setting 
of level. Any circuit on the wheel at the time 
remains on the setting controller until PARKED 
or switched OFF just as before. SET ALL 
returns to use when the MASTER condition is 
cancelled if it was previously selected. The state 
of the whole palette. can be reset by pressing 
LAST which corrects changes made by the wh~el 
being used as a master , but not individual sub
master changes. 

4. 2. 4. 10 When used in the MASTER mode, indication is 
given on the VDU and audibly when the relative 
balance between circuits is destroyed ie: by the 
fir st circuit to reach, and he.nee to stop at full 
or zero. Such conditions shall be redeemable even 
after full-up or all out conditions by reversing the 
motion of the wheel, or pressing LAST which will 
return all circuits to the state when MASTER was 
pressed. Deselecting MASTER when the circuits are 
altered will leave the restoration able ·to be carried 
out individually by the sub-master controls and 
wheels. 
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A uto-mod facili.ties 

4.2.5 . 1. 

4. 2. 5. 2. 

4. 2. 5. 3. 

4.2.5.4. 

4.2.5.5 . 

.. \ ~-

I "( • 

Thr·ee buttons to the right of the mode selection 
pushes provide facilities to modify the level of a 
circuit or to replace a socket with another on 
playback of a cu~ or number of cues. Two 
AUTO-MOD stores exist; one for each palette but 
either can be u·sed with· each playback. 

If it is .necessary to modify the level of a circuit 
in some instances when a cue, which is otherwise 
satisfactory, is used, this socket is selected and set 
to the new level either on the numerical selector 
or on the wheel. The SET A-M button is then 
pressed which records this level for this cirt.uit in 
the appropriate auto-mod store. The whole of the 
auto-mod store is displayed on the VDU when 
SET A-M is pressed. 

To use this new level for the circuit when the cue 
is recalled the USE A-M button on the playback is 
selected. The levels in the auto-mod store will be 
used in place of those· in the cue for the 
relevant circuits while USE A-M is invoked. 

The clearing of an auto-mod store is effecte d by 
using CLEAR A-M which is a non-illuminated 
push which has to be pressed at the same time as 
CLEAR on the numerical selector . 

Auto-mod store information is transferred to tape 
for permanen_t storage along with. all other memory 
information. 
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4. 2. 5. 6 To set a replacement circuit or circuits into the 
AUTO-MOD store assume the luminaire in socket 
219 has been knocked and whenever it is on in a 
cue it is to be replaced by that in socket 274 set at 
7. Select SKT 219 and press A-M REPL..<\CE. 
This wiil extinguish 219 and the REPLACE button 
will illuminate. Other circuits are then tried 
until a replacement {274) is found. When this 
is set to the correct level{@ 7), on the setting 
panel, both A-M REPLACE and A-M SET are 
pressed together. A-M REPLACE extinguishes 
indicating that the new circuit has been recorded 
as a replacement fc:-- 219, whenever 219 appears 
in a .playback and USE A-M is selected. 
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Sub-Master Controls 

4. 2. 6. 1 Each sub-master, of which there are four oh each 
palette, is controlled by 9 pushes in a 3 x 3 
matrix. 

4. 2. 6. 2 These controls are all interdependent. The last 
action and any related actions shall remain 
illuminated until superceded: all pushes are 
momentary action and all except FLASH and 
LAST are illuminated . 

. 4. 2. 6. 3 In summary their functions are: 

TRANSFER: take selected circuits from setting 
panel. 

OFF: 

PARK: 

IN: 

OUT: 

LAST: 

FLASH: 
MOD · 

REC: 

set circuits on sub-master to zero 
and put them on again on second push. 
put circuits on sub-master back on 
selected playback store at levels set 
on sub-master, except in HI mode and 
with a lower setting than on playback. 
switch-on circuits in sub-master at 
levels 

(a) set by fad e running on playback (LA) 
{b) set by movement of wheel on sub

master (IND) 
(c) set by highest of playback fade or 

wheel {HI) 
switch off circuits on sub-master such 
that they do .not contribute to the 
output but continue to fade as 
described above. 
set the circuits on the sub-master to 
to the last recorded levels. 
flash circuits on sub-master to full. 
cause levels of circuits on sub
master to be modulated by external 
signals. 
record levels and content of 
individual sub-master. 
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A sub-master can take circuits from the 
numerical selector and setting controls by 
pres sing TRANSFER. All the circuits then. 
under the control of the setting panel will be 
transferred to the selected sub-master. The 
setting panel is then empty and in a similar state 
to that caused by pressing CLEAR. TRANSFER is 
a momentary action push which illuminates after 
use until cancelled by PARK or OFF. 

A second operation of TRANSFER will have no 
effect while there are circuits on that sub-
master unless it is at the same time as(±) or G 
is pressed on the setting controls. Under these 
circumstances the circuits on the setting panel will 
be added or subtracted from the sub-master. 
TRANSFER only becomes available again when OFF 
or PARK have been pressed and the circuits under 
the sub-master 1 s control have been put out or 
returned to the selected playback store. 
OUT in itself is not the removal of circuits but 
can be made so by pressing OFF after it. 

4. 2. 6. 6 The operation of a second TRANSFER button (on 
either palette) will also take control of the 
circuits selected. A group containing a socket 
may be on one sub-master and the socket alone 
selected to another sub-master for balancing and 
effects. The sub-masters will work together in 
the highest takes precedence mode except that 
circuits from within a group or cue may work in 
the independent mode if selected. 

4. 2. 6. 7 Selected circuits which are not contributing to 
the store selected for the palette to work OQ (A, B, 
C or D) will be available at zero on the setting 
panel and can be transferred to a sub-master for 
fading in manually or automatically (see later). 
However, if a circuit is selected and adjusted 
with the setting wheel it will be transferred at that 
level, and circuits contributing to the selected 
store and not altered would be transferred at that 
level. 
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The control IN provides facilities for switching 
on circuits at their recorded level s. Thus if a 
group is selected and then tran serred it can be 
cut- in to the stage lighting at its recorded 
levels by pressing IN. IN is a momentary action 
push which illuminates after use \,).ntil cancelled 
by OUT, PARK or OFF. If .no level has been 
recorded IN will not operate and will not illuminate 
but the circuits may be raised by the wheel. 

4. 2. 6. 9 IN and OUT provide a facility by which circuits may 
be removed from a fade and returned to it at the 
levels which they would be at if they had been 
included in the fade process. Thus if a group were 
transferred to a sub-master at the levels at which 
they are contributing to the playback store, they may 
be cut-OUT for a period from a fade aff octing that 
playback and then cut-IN again . Whilst cut-OUT 
they rnav, if so required, be re set to their 
recorded positions by using LAST and then IN. 

4. 2. 7. 10 LAST cancels the effect of modifying the levels of 
circuits using the wheel and resets them to their last 
recorded lev:els. LAST may also be used to reset 
the effects of a fade running on the selected 
playback as described above. 

4 2. 6. 11 The button OFF enables the circuits under control 
of the sub-master to be set to zero but they remain 
available to be brought back to the level3 they 
were switched from by pressing OFF again. OFF 
followed by a TRANSFER of new circuits clears 
the original circuits from the sub-master. 

4. 2. 6. 12 PARK is the no_rmal method of clearing a sub
master :1.-'"'ld achieves this by putting the circuits 
on the s ub-master onto the selected playback. This 
transfer will occur at the levels controlling the 
output and no lighting change shall occur. Once 
they are so parked the circuits will immediately 
become affected by changes occurring in the playback, 
whereas they might have been unaffected by these unde1 
sub-master control. 
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4. 2. 6. 13 The bdton labelled FLASH will increase the 
level of the circuits on the sub - master to full 
and is operative at all tin1.es that there arc 
circuits on t:ie sub-master; ie when TRANSFER 
is illuminated. It does not work when OFF is 
pressed but will when these circuits are put on 
again on second press. 

4. 2. 6. !4 A separate panel (described in section 4. 8) 
provides a signal to modulate the level of a 
circu.it or group of circuits . Each sub-master can 
be switched to a modulation signal and four such 
sources ;ire proposed so that pairs of s ub-masters 
(one on each palette) are fed from the same source. 
The modulating signal will define the waveform and 
overall amplitude of the drive to the dimmers, 
while the wheel will set the maximum intensity 
reached. Thus the wheel still controls the 
overall intensity of the circuits, their variations 
being set on the modulation panel ·: note that the 
function of the wheel is different in the MODULATE 
mode. 

4 2. 6. 15 Modulation may be switched on to circuits 
already co'ntributing by pres sing MODULATE 
provided the appropriate signal source is set up, 
or circuits may be faded in already modulating 
by using TRANSFER, MODULATE and fading in 

on the wheel. 

4. 2. 6. 16 The RECORD button will record the instantaneous 
state of the output of the sub-master in the cue 
number · s~lected on the main cue select p anel {see 
later). If that one is already recorded the systen-1 
will bleep, . but a second press on the button will 
erase the previous cue and record the new state . 
The record button will illuminate until such time 
as a change occurs to the sub-master state from 
that recorded. Where a continuous modulation or 
fade is involved the button will illuminate for 2 
seconds on 
been made. 
FLASH or 
illuminated. 
section 4. 4. 

release to indicate that the recording has 
RECORD will not operate in the OFF, 

OUT states or unless TRANSFER is 
Record functions are summarised in 
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THE PL_L\. YBACKS 

4. 3. 1 

4.3.2 

The play~back panel consists of two almost identical 
playbach. units, one GREEN and one RED and between them 
a cue select panel. 

Cue Select Pane l 

4. 3 . 2. 1 

4.3.2.2 

4 . 3. 2.3 

The cue select panel is the panel on which the 
number of a memory can be selected for 
recording. The number selected is available 
to the first RECORD button next pressed. 

1t also has a major function as the main 
playback selecto:: Cues for use on either 
playback or for recall onto sub-masters, with 
or without times, shall be selected on the cue 
select panel. 

Recali of sockets or g roups is not ;::- ossible 
on this panel which is for unrecorded 
memories or cues (recorded memories) only. 
Note however, that recall of a cue, recorded 
with times, is possible on each palette using 
CUE and that it is nec essary to select AUTO 
(see clause 4. 4 . 11, Play Indication). 

Except for the omission of the right-hand 
column of butt ons the panel is similar to the 
other number selection panels and a number is 
selected in the way described for the palette 
and is display ed on the VDU. If wrong it may 
be CLEARED and reselected. It may be 
incremented or deer emented by a . tnit of one 
using +l and -1. If decimal cues have been 
recorded + l or -1 will move to the next 
recorded cue in the sequence. 
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4.3.2. 6 

4.3.2.7 
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Normally memories for recording will be 2 or 3 
C.igits but it shall be possible to so designate 
some memories that they shall be renumbered and 
thus able to be used as extras in a sequential 
recall. It is proposed that in order to insert 
extra or omitted cues it shall be possible to select, 
say 12 .1 as a cue for recording. This cue would 
use the last (highest number, n) memory with 
some new identification, and similarly 12. 2 woul. d 
use (n-1), and another extra, 33.1, would use (n-2). 
The use of such m c:rnories would be shown on the 
VDU such that the total number remaining 
unrecorded would be displayed. This information 
will not be helpful unless CLEAR ALL memories 
action has been taken before starting. 

The selected cue is available for use in a 
number of ways. It may be used on a playback' 
by the next operation of a TAKE, ADD or MINUS 
button or used in a playback or a palette by 
operation of a PLAY button. These various 
functions will be described later. 

SEQUENTIAL 

The use of a cue by a TAKE, ADD, MINUS or 
PLAY action does not clear the cue selected. 
In the playback sequential mode which is created 
by pressing PLAY SEQ, a TAKE, PLAY, ADD 
or MINUS operation will cause the cue number 
to step forward to the next cue. PLAY SEQ 
illuminates whilca invoked and the sequential series 
starts from the cue number selected when PLAY 
SEQ was press ed. Any new selection will not be 
used until PLAY SEQ is cancelled. 

Sequential operation on playback shall take account 
of the decimal figures included as additional cues. 
For example, if 12.1and12. 2 have been recorded, 
sequential operation shall follow 10, ll, 12, 12.1, 
12 . 2, 13, etc . 
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4.3.2. 9 

A similar sequential iacility exists for recording; 
REC SEQ This enables a separate series of 
numbers to be used for rec.:>rding and these wili step 
o.n to the next on the satisfactory completion of 
each recording operatio.n. On reaching a figure of 
49 or 99 ·~he system will bleep and the record 
sequential (REC SEQ) button will flash ~ntil 

repressed tc reset it . A new selection will not 
be used for record until REC SEQ is cancelled. 
REC SEQ will not include the decimal figures. 

The functions of the GEN REC (general record) 
and REC MODS (record modifications) buttons are 
described later with other record functions. 
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Pla.vback Panels in MANUAL Mode 

~.3.3 

4 3.3.2 

4. 3. 3. 3 

4.3.3.4 

4.3.3 . 5 

The GREE~ playback controls stores A & B and 
the RED pia :,·back controls stores C & D. 

Both panels and their facilities are similar 
except for the COLLECT RED ·~rnsh on the GREEN 
PLAYBACK and the SEL OUT button on the RED 
PLAYBAC K. 

Each panel can be operated either automatically 
by setting the speeds of up-fade and down-fade 
changes required, or b y using it as a two preset 
manual panel. The operating state is selected by 
the bistable push button AUTO which is illuminated 
when active. As on the palettes this push is 
associated with the RECORD and PLAY pushes. 

In the MANUAL m.ode (.not AUTO) the _two encoder 
wheels act as faders such that a complete motion 
from top to bottom of the panel will fade circuits 
which are full to zero and vice-versa. 

Circuits in the form of cues can be selected to 
one of t~i.e two presets using the outside lines of 
buttons. The TAKE button replaces any existing 
cue in the store with the selected cue from CUE 
SELECT in a switch action. The ADD button takes 
the selected cue but adds ~t to whatever is in the 
store and MTNUS will remove circuits from the 
store · ~ f they appear in the cue selected. The 
CANCEL button clears the store completely. 

The contents of the A and B or C and D stores can 
be thus fad ed in, mixed or cross-faded u~ing the 
two wheel s, the state of each store and oi the 
crossfad e being indicated on the VDU immediately 
above. 
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4. 3. 3. 7 

4. 3. 3. 8 

4.3.3 . 9 

The n1cmories in use in any store shall be 
displayed (up to a maximum of 10) on the VDU 
Note that in manual operation foe display of 
STACE A and PRESET B will have to change 
through STAGE A and STAGE B (as soon as 
the up-fader is moved) and then to PRES~T A 
and STAGE B. On selecting AUTO in U1is 
stage a complete reversal of .stage lighting might 
occur and thus it shall be inhibited unt il ST AGE l 
and PRESET B are reinstated. 

Because of the form of wheel controller the 
level of the up-fader is set to ..lull and that of 
the down-fader to zero on switching to MANUAL 
and the setting of each wheel constantly given 
on the VDU This enables the preset wheel to 
be set to an intermediate level in order that a 
cut-in may be achieved. In MANUAL the 
TIME button and STOP have no function. 

Auto-mod may be used by selecting USE A-M 
which are momentary action bistable, illuminated 
pushes. When illuminated any circuit which 
has been modified or replaced .in the auto-1nod 
store will be so changed on the playback on which 
it is selected. 

It is possible to use either playback for setting 
without affecting any lighting on the stage. 
This is done by selecting NO LIGHTS which 
allows full operations on the controls but does 
not provide drives to the dimmers. NO
LIGHTS is illuminate d when selected. 
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£:1lavb~ck Panels in AUTO Mode 

4. 3.4. 1 

4.3.5. 2 

4.3.4.3 

4.3.4.4 

rn the AUTO mode the time taken for in-coming 
circuits to rise to their new levels is set on the 
fir st wheel a.nd the time for outgoing or fading 
down circuits to reach their new levels is set 
on the second. 

A full motion of the wheel segment across the 
panel will noli·mally giv e a range of control 
of about 60 seconds; if a major time change, 
from seconds to m a ny minutes, is required, the 
T~ME push is pressed while setting the wheel, 
which wi~l then have a range of more like 
5 minutes. This will be finally decided on 
test. 

Cues are put into the preset store B using the 
preset TAKE, ADD, MINUS buttons and if an 
immediate switch action on stage is required this 
is done using the stage store A buttons. 

Having selected the appropriate cue to the 
preset store it i s possible to fade or change 
ove r to this using the CROSS-FADE, UP FADE, 
DO"'.\TN FADE, and STAGE DIM and DIM 
buttons. RAISE , ALL DIM and REV have 
associate d functions . . INST (instant) causes any 
of the other functions to be done insta ntly and 
has to be pressed at the same t:.i-:.:-ie as the ot:ier 
function button. This can be used to snap iinisn 
a slower chang e. 
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UP-FADE 

DOWN-FADE 

replaces the cue in the slag c 
store with that in the preset 
store . Circuits goin g to a 
higher level move at speed set 
by up-fader: circuits going to a 
lower leve l move at speed 
set Ly down-fader. 

increases level of circu its which 
are at a higher level in the 
preset cue 

brings down circuits which are 
at a lower level in the preset 
cue. 

{Note: a MOVE is UP-FADE and DOWN-FADE pre ssed together 
which n1oves a ll those circuits which are at different 
levels in the preset cue) 

4. 3.4. 6. 

RAISE 

DIM 

STAGE DIM 

ALL DIM 

REVERSE 

raises all circuits in the preset 
cue to full, .irrespective of 
recorded levels 

fades down all circuit s in the 
preset cue to out . 

fades down all circuits in 
the s tage store. 

fades down all circuits 
including the other playback and 
palettes set to INDEPEN DENT. 

reverses the action previously 
selected, and so reinstates the 
lighting existing before the 
previous operation. 

Any of these actions including REVERSE may be 
stopped by a second push and restarted by a 
further push. When operating the appropriate 
push will illumL'late and the operation will appear 
on the VDU. When an action is stopped it w ill 
continue to appear on the VDU as a r eminder until 
cancelle d by some l ater move. Any action n1ay 
be changed to another during any operation b y 
pressing an alternative action button. 
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4.3.4.8 

4 3 4. 9 

4 . 3.4.10 

4. 3 . 4. 11. 

4. 3 . 4.12 

The STOP buttons may be used also Lo 

stop the progress· of a fade. These illurn:.natc 
when invoked and the action is shown as 
stopped on the VDU 

The use of preset MINUS while a fade is 
running will cause these circuits which 
have been sel ected to the PRESET store to 
be take n out of the fade: they will stop 
at the levels they have reached and 
may be restarted in the fade by pressing 
preset ADD and the appropriate ACTION 
push. 

The COLLECT ·PALETTES and COLLECT 
RED buttons enable the operator wl:o has 
carried out a ser ies of complex builds or 
independent fades on the palettes or the second 
playback to collect the circuits together onto 
the GREEN pla yback. COLLECT PALETTES 
has the effect of performing an overall PARK 
action on all the palette controls and copies 
all the circuits onto the CREEN pla)rback. 
COLLECT RED copies all circuits on the RED 
playback onto the GREEN on a highest 
takes precedence basis and does not cause a 
change in lighting . Any change already in 
operation on the GREEN playback will not 
include the collected circuits, but an,.- action 
started after collect will include them. 

The equivalent c mtrols on the RED playback 
are a COLLECT PAL and a SEL OUT 
(select out ) . COLLECT PAL has the same 
function as on green while SEL OUT 
enables circuits which have been µit in the 
RED playback present store to be 
selected out o~ the GREEN playback. The 
circuits transfer at their present level s and 
ma1 be set up either on a palette switched 
to operate on D or by cue selection. 

The SELECT OUT action may be used during 
a fade running on GREEN bi.<t the selected 
circuits will stop at the levels they had 
reacheci. A d i.fferent fade may be starred 
on the R.ED playback immediately t!1e SELECT 
OUT ac tion has been made. 

The POSITION GO push button is the operational 
control associated with the rcn1ote control 
of lum.inaires: see later section . 
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Record Pla v a nd Tirning Fac ilities 

-±. -L 1 

4 .. 4 2 

4.4.3 

4.4 4 

4.4 . 4. 

RECORDTNG 

T!1e operation of recording requires the cue 
.number to be selected on the cue select panel 
(B) and then the appropriate RECORD button 
to be pressed. If the cue selected has already 
been recorded the system will bleep but will 
record on a second press of the Game button . 
The button will illum.inate to indicate faat the 
recording has been made and will stay illuminated 
until a change is made such that the circuits are no 
longer as recorded. 1n the case of rapidl f changing 
lighting the RECORD butto.n will remain alight 
for 2 seconds. 

RECORD CLASSIFICATIONS 

Recordings of cues can include 3 types of 
information. 
1. Circuits and their intensity levels, 
2. The controller on which they were at the 

time of recording. 
3. A time setting relevant to the controllers. 

The first information is typical of i ntensity 
memory systems and the third has been consid.:!red 
previ: ously: only the designation and recall onto 
the appropriate controller is a new facility. 

The function of the record and play buttons are 
slightly different in MANUAL and AUTO and are 
described below. 

SUB-MASTER RECORD 

The individual circuits and intensity levels set 
on any one of the sub-masters can, in itself, be 
recorded as a cue by the use of the appropriate 
RECO? ... D button (H) Even in AUTO these 
buttons will only record i ntensities and not any 
times set. 

PALETTE RECORD IN MANUAL 

The individual intensity levels set on all four 
sub-m~.sters and the setting whe e l will be record ed 
(such tha t they c a n be rec alled onto t h e app ropr iate 
sub-master) by pressing PALETTE RECOR D (J). 
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4 . 4.8 

4 4.4.2 It is important that circuits on the setting 
wheel are included as in the compilation of a 
scene the last circuits will be on the setting 
wheel. Note that the recording made will 
only include c ircuits which were TRANSFERED 
to the sub-masters and are under their control 
not any hat have been PARKED or any that have 
been parked automatically by a reselection. 

PALETTE PLAY 

A cue selected on the cue select panel :nay be played back 
on a palette by use of the PLAY button (K). The operation 
of PLAY will recall onto each sub-master the circuits whic:1 
were on it when the recording was made using button J. In 
the evei1t of recall while circuits are on the sub-masters, 
an automatic PARK action will take place. If the cue recalled 
was not recorcbd on a palette and has merely circuit and 
inLensit/ information this shall be replayed on a single sub
master, taking an empty one if one exists, or if not, taking 
L-.e sub-master farthest from the setting panel and carrying 
out an .automatic PARK operation on it. The PLA "'.... 
operation shall be equivalent to a transfer, that is the circuits 
shall be put onto the sub-master at zero and are available for 
fading in or switc ._ing using the IN button. 

PLAYBACK RECORD IN MANUAL 

The record button (L) on ead1 of the play backs will record the 
circuits and intensities contributing to the stage output from 
that playback 

PLAYBACK PLAY NOT AVAILABLE IN MANUAL 

In the MANUAL state there is no function appropriate to the 
playback PLAY button as the recall of cues to the fader wheels 
se:?arately is by using the TAKE buttons (see paragraph 
4 3.3.4) 

GENERAL RECORD & RECORD MODS 

4 4. 8. J.· This GEN REC button (M) enables the total out
put state of the lig:i ting to be recorded, 
irrespective of the master or controller by 
w •ich each circuit has been balanced. No 
times are recorded. 
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Mounted with the GEN RECORD button is a 
RE CORD MODS button which will record oniy the 
differences between the cues in use, and the actual 
output. This control operates like the other 
:record buttons. It does not include times. 

PALETTE IN AUTO 

4. 4. 9. 1. 

4.4.9.2. 

4.4.9.3. 

4.4.9.4. 

4. 4. 9. 5. 

The AUTO button (R) changes both the op eration 
of the palette and the information recorded in 
the memory. When in use it illuminates and 
the sub-master wheels adjust the TIME in which 
the levels previously set on each sub-rn.aster 
are to be reached. The time is displayed on 
the VDU above as minutes and seconds (eg 10:30). 

If palette RECORD (J) is pressed while AUTO 
is selected, the levels of each circuit on the 
sub-masters, the circuits on each sub - r.naster and 
the time set on each sub-master are recorded. 

The setting wheel will retain its intensity 
control function in the AUTO state. Although 
it is recorded along with the sub-masters in 
MANUAL it is not included in the recordings of 
intensities, sub-masters and times in AUTO. 

A cue recorded with times like this c an be 
recalled either to a main playback, in which 
case the tin1e s are ignored, or to a palette. 
If PLAY (K) is pressed while AUTO is selected 
the recorded times will be redisplayed and the 
operation of the wheels will enable these times 
to be adjusted if necessary. 

PLAY will always load the sub-masters with 
the circuits at zero as if a TRANSFER has taken 
place. In the MANUAL mode, lN will cut-in 
the lighting or the wheel may be used to fade it in. 
ln AUTO, as the times are set on the wheels, the 
function of IN and OUT is to initiate the fade-in 
and fade out, respectively, of circuits on the 
sub-master . If the circuit is fading to a higher 
level than. it is at, the move will be· .. initiated 
by IN and 1£ ·.:o a · l~wer level by OUT. IN 
and OUT remain illuminated until the fade is 
complete. 
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4.4 9. 7 

4 4 . 9 . 8 

The restrictions on recording are lhc sam .:.! ,Ls 

those described previously and pl;1yi1• i; a 
recording including an e1npty sub-mJ. s ~er will 
not cause a park action to bt; applied lo circuits 
which may be on that sub-masler . 

In its AUTO condition the palette operates rn 
the selected mode vis -a-vis the playback stores. 

On completion of the auto fade moves, or 
earlier if required, PARK may be used to transfE 
the circuits to the playback. OFF will retain 
its switch action functions, as will FLASH but 
LAST will have no function in the AUTO mode. 
MOD shall be able to be selected so that circuits 
may fade in, while modulating, to new final 
maximum levels. 

PLAYBACK IN AUTO 

4.4. 10. l 

4. 4. 10. 2 

4.4 . 10. 3 

This switches the playback into an automatic 
mode such that the encoder wheels arc used 
for setting times. The left hand wheel ;n each 
playback sets t h e time for circuits to rise to 
new levels and the right hand wheel sets the time 
for new lower settings to be reached The 
operation of such fades are controlled by the 
central panel of action buttons and has been 
described in section 4. 3. 4. 

The operation of the playback RECORD bu::ton 
in the AUTO mode will record the circuit and 
intensity contributions of that playback t o the 
lighting and also the TIMES SET on the wheels. 

To r ecreate such a recording for use the 
appropriate cue .number is selected and the 
PLAY button is pressed in the AUTO mode 
and will put into the PRESET store the state 
of lighting recorded, and set the TIMES on the 
wheels. The lighting change is then carried 
out using the action buttons. tf PLAY is 
pressed no change will occur to a lighting fade 
in progress until the next action button is 
pressed, when the times and change in the preset 
store will take effect. 
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Tf a lighting sta te was recorded during a ~;:i.d c, 

the ~im.es will need m.odification b :::iorc :.he cue 
was used in a performance. A li1ne set 
in rehearsal for a trial would be recorded, and 
then modified and rerecorded until cor rcct. 

PLA '-' INDICATION 

A recording made in AUTO on any panel will therefore 
contain. timing information which is only relevant to the type 
of panel from which it was recorded. Thus while 
INTENSITY STATE cues may be used on TAKE, ADD, MI)J"US 

. and the palette setting panels, INTENSITY & TIME CUES 
rn.ay only be PLAYED to where they were recorded. ' Thus 
the appropriate PLAY buttons shall illuminate in such a 
situation and switching to AUTO shall be necessary before 
the cue can be PLAYED on the required panel. 
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4 5. 1 • l 

4 5 . 1.2 

4.5.l.3 

4. 5. 2. 

4.5.2.1 

4.5.2. 2 

Re call a nd Select 

SELECT SOCKETS 

SOCKETS may be selected for forming into groups 
and for intens ~ty settings and balancing using the 
number selection panel (A) on either palette. 

RECALL CUES 

CUES may be r ecalled for further balancing and use 
· on the palette by operation of the number selection 
panel (A). CUES are recalled for use in the playba cks on 
the cue select panel (B) CUES are transferred from this 
panel into a playback store (either A, B, C, or D) b y 
pressing the appropriate TAKE, ADD, M TNUS button. 

RECALL C ROUPS 

GROUPS are recalled during balancing using the nwnber 
selection panel (A) on either palette . 

Transfer and Collect 

TRi\NSFER 

A ny combination of SOCKETS, GROUPS and CUE S 
selected on the numbe r s e lect panel and thus immedi a t ely 
under the control of the setting w :iee 1 (assuming MASTER 
is not selected) can be moved to a sub '""laster by pressing 
the appropriat -= ThANSFER button (C) The use of 
© and G in conjunction with TRAl'JSFER will cause the 
addition or subtraction of the selected circuits. 

PARK 

The circuits on a sub-master may be moved from 
that sub-master by using PARK (D). Similarly 
circui. ts on the setting wheel may be moved . PARK 
transfers those circuits to the playback selected for · 
the palette to work on. 
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COLLECT PALETTE 

If it is required to move the circuits on all the 
sub-1nasters on either palette onto any of the playback 
stores, the COLLECT PALETTE button (E) is used, which 
moves all circuits on the highest takes precedence basis 
to the selected store. This control operates only on 
palettes selected to operate the playback whose COLLECT 
button is pressed, but will operate on such a palette even in 
INDEPENDENT mode. 

COLLECT RED 

Circuits on the RED playback may be moved to 
under the control of the C-REEN p l ayback by use 
of the COLLECT RED button (F). COLLECT 
RED copies all circuits on the red playback onto the 
green on a highest takes precedence basis. 

SELECT OUT 

T~·.is control button (F) on the RED PLAYBACK will 
select out from circuits which have been put into the 
RED playback, those which are contributing to the 
lighting on GREEN playback. The circuits transfer 
at their present levels and may be set up on the RED 
playback either on a palette or by cue selec:ion. 
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4 . 6 2. 1 

4 . 6 . 2. 2. 

Th;::; desk mD.1.:c s v.rill '.Je in foe fo::.-;:11. of 
video display units . It is envisc::..geJ that up 
to three will be used in o:cder to display the 
setting information ::-elevc..r:.t to each ?anci 
i~medi2tel)r above it This '\~1ill talcc so;.n~ 

l::. lines at the bottor-.o. of each sci-een the 
. _, b . _J ,. , ' ,, .:... \ r2 .:-:;.aina.eT eii."lg uscc. 10:::- a soc.:.\:e.: t.!.ayou~J 

n:.ir.L"lic. 

Th.e vic'..eo C.i sp:i.2. y units sna.11 be s ·~a.!1d.arci. 

625 li.ne 58Hz ·:. e::.ev ision r...J.onit:crs and the 
display shall use .standard 7 x 5 dot :cnairix 
ASCl! characters. Tne display fo:·:nat.:; 
envisa;2d are shown in drawi.n.g 90lJ: /23 7. 
29 lines by 80 charactei-s per ::.ine will be 
r~quireC... 

The teriC.er er sfiall incluC..e for tl-i.c !JUP?l y· cf 
the monitors a.:ld for any a.!lci!.lary 2~uip:.--::ent 

:iecessary for the displays. He shall arrar.gc 
that the V D U. 1nimi cs a::-e integrated i.:-~ the 
desk in the correct relationship to the panels 
anc operator , and that the r.r,;:;inito:::s a::e easily 
re:novable for maintenance ar:.d are correct::.y 
ventiia.teci . 

The l o v·1er part o-! tl1e palette ~i1'!:..iC 13 splir 
into 5 sections, one relating to each of 
s~; b-l:::.aster s and on~ to the sc'.:1:ing panel. As 
add- .. ~o::.a:!. informatior1 .is required with the 
setting pa.nel this is given a wide!' ~m:"i:;c :-:.. 

The purpose of the V D U rni1-.J.ics is ~o giv~ 

nurr..e rical information relati:'lg to soc:\:ets, c roups 
I:> .. 

or cu~3 and not to duplicate: :;msh button 
indicati ons except in certain special circumstances. 
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4.6 2.5 
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The Mimic above the Setting P~ncl 

The bottom line of the mimic above the 
setting panel will carry information rclalirig 
to SET ALL and MASTER functions as 
shown in the drawings. ln addition an 
asterisk to the right shows that the controiler 
is contr ibuling to the stage lig hting output 
in sonJ.e way. 

The top of the right hand side of the section 
repeats some important information from the 
control (n1aster) V. D U. These are, from 
top to bottom, REC SEQ PLAY SEQ and 
CUE SEL and the appropriate numbers. These 
are selected on the cue select panel in the 
centre of the control dssk. 

The r emaining space above the setting panel 
is used for details of sockets , groups or cues 
being set on the setting panel. Up to 10 
ind ividual items can be displayed in the order 
in which they are called up, the first being 
inserted in the l owest line (number 28). Vlhen 
a new sel e cti on is made without parking the 
previous ones, each moves upwa r-ds. -:Jhen 
the 10 spaces are filled a flashing + sign 
appears to the right on the bottom li1;.e , 
indicating that more t!1an are displayed are on 
Lhe setting panel, bui. the system wili 
continue to accept new selections . A push 
button (not shown) associated with the V. D . U . 
shall enable the total s e l e c tion w be displayed, 
this cancelling the full socket mimic while 
pressed. It will be normal practice to PARK 
circuits or TRANSFER thc:m before t}1e limits 
are reached. 

Selecting a PARALLEL Socket 

Tn p a r agraph 4. 2. 2. 6 . the situation if a socket 
303 is called up while 20 1 , which is fed f;: om thE 
same dimmer, is on, is described When a 
parallel socket is s elected t he system wiil 
a lwa1s display the options availatle , and a.1:.y in 
use at that ti1ne will have the level agains: them. 
When looped the sym1? ol L PS ·is used to 
designate the fir s t of the one or two loo::ied 
sockets and the following S KT and @ level arc 
blanked. 
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AUTOMOD REPLA CE disulay 

·where the automod replace state has been 
created, a symbol REP BY is used to read 
REPLACED BY Thus in the sepa rate 
diagran1, 2 1 9 has been selected and A-M 
REP pressed. SKT is blanked and 219 mo1 es 
to the left and REP BY is inserted. The n ext 
selection of sockets will be insc1·ted frorn 
the bottom as normal unt il the correct 
replacement combi.n c. v:on is found. Vlhen i ·~ 

is, A-lvl REP and A-M SET are pressed 
together and I.he selected circuit s are 
displayed as shown. As this state is only 
applicable at the time of setting, s election 
of the next socket, group or cue will clear 
t!ie setting panel. 

w :1en a socket, group or cue is switched OFF 
or set to zero, the display sl1ows this until the 
next selection is made, when the items w h ich 
are at zero are cleared. 

W'-1en switched to SET ALL, the level to which 
circuits would be set is indicated. Selection 
to MASTER replaces the SET ALL display 
and indicates level between the first 
c · rcuits to reach iull, and the fir st circuit 
to reach zero. When these conditions apply the 
d '. splay will indicate MASTER @ F or 
MASTER@ 0. 

The Mimic above the sub-masters 

The display above each. sub-master is a 
repeat of the information listed above the 
setting panel when these sockets, groups or 
cues are transferred to a sub-master. 

The bottom line carries the asterisk if that sub
master is contributing to the stage and will 
normally be blank otherwise, apart from in the 
AUTO condition when the TIME is indicated. 0 to 
60 minutes is required to be able to be set and 
would probably be set in individual seconds up to 
1 minute, to the nearest 5 seconds up to 5 n-1inutes 
and then to the nearest 10 seconds. Th e coarse 
time setting button is not included in these sub
masters. When a fade is running the TIME 
display becomes TO GO . 
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Playbac,k lvlimic 

4. 6. 3. I 

4. 6. 3.2 

4.6. 3.4 

Like the palette mimics, the playback 
mimics occupy the lower 11 lines of the 
video display. The display is split into 
three sections, corresponding to GREEN 
playback, CUE SELECT and RED 
playback. 

Most iP..fonnation is required in L.e 
AUTOMATIC mode and this is shown on the 

left of the drawing 904/237 sneet 2. The right
hand side of the drawing shows the RED 
playback in MANUAL STATE . 

Mim~c in AU TOMA T 1C playback: 

As cues are selected and TAKE, ADD and 
MINUS are used to make up a total state, 
this is shown under the appropriate store 
letter. The ininus sign indicates the MIKUS 

action. When more than 10 cues are selected 
and used the small + sign appears and 
flashes (as on the setting panel) indicating 
that the .normal maximum l<as been exceeded. 
The asterisk indicates that the store is 
contr ibuti.ng to -~he stage lighting and the~ shows 
that some modiiication has beer: made to a 
circuit in the selection, such that the lighticg 
state could not be recreated by just selecting 
those cues in the combination shown. 
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4.6. 3.8 
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Either side of !.he centr2.l display will b~ lime 
indicators which show the tirne to fad.:: up or 
iown, as set on the wheels. The arrows 
appear in the AUTOMATIC mode. The tim;:; 
setting changes as the fade ru.ns and is also 
altered during a fade by operation of the 
wheels if change is required. The adio.n of 
the fade is indicated above the main fade 
indicator (boxed) which shows the progress of 
the fade. The time shown is always the time 
to compbte t~1e action . 

The ce.ntral portion provides the operator 
with information as to the action he has just 
indicated, or whic~1 was last completed. The 
information will always be accurate, eg: a 
cros sfade followed by reverse would . call 
for bot h indications as being the l ast action 
completed. If this is followed by a ~lpfa<le 

this will cancel CROSSFADE and REVERSE, 
but UPF ADE will stay along with DOWNF ADE 
if ~is is the .next action selected. A 
reselection into the stores will make 
information about the last action 
i!"relevant and will cancel it 

The use of AUTOMOD is abbreviated to 
L A-M and/or A-M R. The sta ·~e of 
no-lights is indicated as NO LTS. 

Mimic in MANUAL playback 

The mimic display simplifies slightly in 
manual mode, but shows the same list of 
cues selected into each store, the use of . 
auto-mod and .no-lights. The state of the manual 
fader wheels is inr1icated i.n the boxes (0 
through 0. 1 to 9. 9 and then F). The 
modify symbol (~) and the asterisk indicating 
contribution to the st.age lighting also apply 
as before. 
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4 6. 4 . 1 

4. 6 . 4.2 

4. 6. 4. 3 

The nun~ber of sockets in each theatre a re 
given in ·::i.-i.e schedules. It will be seen 
i.hat the total number in each theatre exceeds 
the space available on t :1e VDU' s even 
allowing for three units. The character 
spaces available in the top section of each 
screen are 18 x SO = 14 40. 

The socket mimic is envisaged as being 
as shown in 904/237 This is a 4 x 3 = 12 
character space, of which 6 spaces are used 
as separators. Thus 18 lines i.n each VDU 
represent 6 lines of socket mimic and 80 
characters per line allow 20 displays aero ss the 
screen. Thus a total of 360 individual 
sockets and their intensities and a cede syrnbol 
may be displayed at any one tirne. Th~s i~ 

acceptable as the number of sockets to be 
available to a de signer for one production at 
any one time is to be 250 in the Lower Theatre 
and 300 :n the Upper Theatre. 

The rules governing the mimic display are 
that the sockets selected for t:se will display 
t hemselves in sequence making changes as 
.necessary as the sockets are put to use. If 
a layout giving the sockets to be used is 
available before lighting rehearsa. ls begin, 
these sockets can be keyed in first, together 
w ith any looping or presetting required. T:1e 
circuits will display themselves as horizontal 
lines of 10 wherever possible, 2 such lines 
being accommodated across the screens. The 
display will commence on the cer.:tre screen 
and expand to the left and right hand screens. 
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The socket miinic shall be able to show a 
.number of different displays. The display 
r"equired ~s selected o.n the panel above the 
CUE SELECT panel from one of the following: 

Total stage lighting 
Store A 
Store B 
Store C 
Store D 
Automod Store L {including indica~.i.on of replacements 
Automod Store R (including indication of replace~-:-i..;nt=: 
Cue selected {in.eliding cue TITLE) 
Cue list (givi'1.g cues recorded and their TITLES) 

The individual contents of the setting panels 
and sub-masters will be located by using 
the flash pushes if necessary. The remote 
control mimic push has a slightly diiferent 
function de scribed later. 

It shall be possible to type in cue titles which 
will be disj:>layed in a list of all recorded 
cues. This is shown in the drawing 904/237 
sheet 2 which shows the display under the 
CUE LIST button. The CUE SELECT display 
will carry at the top the cue number and the 
title, if it has been added. The norr::lal 
cursor and other keyboard facilities wili be 
applicable to the display of TITLES and 
CUE SELECT. 

The socket mimic can also be partially 
replaced (usually on the left hand screen) 
by the remote control panel display (see 
paragraph 4 . 9. 4 . ) . This is done by a loca l 
mimic push button which will work as a bistable 
push in parallel with REMOTE MIMIC on the 
cue select panel. W"hen invoked the near 
screen will show remote position information 
until cancelled from one of the two positions. 
The other mimics will continue to display 
the selected inform.ation. 
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·±. 7 Stalls Control 

4. 7 .1. 1 

4. 7 .1. 2 

4. 7 .1. 3 

4. 7 .1. 4 

This shall consist of one palette complete with record 
facilities but witl10ut the auto-mod buttons. These 
latter are placed by two buttons (MEMORY and MEM 
RESET) to help the lighting designer make changes as 
the show proceeds. 

All the operations on the stalls control palelte shall be 
the same as those described for the others, including 
the ability to LOOP circuits, get an indication of 
PARALLELS and to use the setting wheel as a master . 

It is envisaged as being usual that the REC SEQ will be 
selected on the main desk thus allowing a sequence of 
cues tc be recorded from tl:e stalls; however, it i s 
possible for the stalls 1 operator to select MEMORY (X) 
and then to key-in a mer.nory number, either that he 
wants to ch2.nge or just to record out to sequence . 
Decimal numbers for additional cues can also be called 
up for record and play. The memory selected is only" 
available to the stalls control and doesn ' t affect REC 
SEQ or the memory selected on the main panel. 
Pres sing MEM RESET (Y) changes back to the main 
panel selection. 

Note that palette PLAY has been retained on the stalls 
palette; this may be used by recalling a cue recorded 
on a palette with times and selecting AUTO . 
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The stalls control shall also employ one video display 
unit. The lower section of this will normally carry 
the inform.ation relating to the palette setting whilst 
the upper portion will carry the circuit mimic in a 
slightly different form from that for the main panels. 
The first circuits will be displayed in number order; 
if less than 20 in each hundred, then each line will be 
a discrete hundred. If there are more than 20 in 
each hundred but all the discrete hundreds contain 
circuits which are in use, then two or more lines would 
display the same series of hundreds. As soon as the 
numbers exceed the lines available the word ROLL 
appears and it shall be possible to roll the top section 
of mimic from circuit 1 through to the highest, by 
use of a mimic wheel (not shown) . As circuits change 
the system shall display the circuits remaining by 
automatically rolling to display most circuits, and 
reducing the spread of the display, as explained above. 

It shall be possible to select to view, in the lower part 
0£ the rnimic, the operations being carried out on 
either main palette or the GREEN and RED playbacks. 
This will be selected on a small contro~ panel 
associated with the V. D. U. and carrying these selector 
buttons and the ROLL wheel. Position control 
information can also be called up . 

The stalls control unit shall be as light and compact 
as possible and s!'lall be connected to the remainder of 
the system by the minimum size of cable. A length of 
10 rnetres c ... s uitable flexible cable shall be allowed, 
together with the necessary connectors, including 
mounting these on the panel to be set into the stalls 1 

floor. 

The monitors used for the stalls controls shall, if poss!ble, 
be the same as that used in the desks, but shall be fitted 
with suitable handles for carrying. The monitor feed and 
selector shall be available on a suitable outlet on the stalls 
floor panel so it may be used without the stalls control unit. 

It is envisaged that mafos will be required for the rno:1itor 
but that the stalls control unit would be powered fr om. 
within the system. 
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4. 8. 5. 1 

4 .8.5.2. 

The n1odulation panel has been concci ved bccat.:.sc light 
in ;1~ture is seldoni. s ~ill; oiten it rnoves slowly which can 
be sirnulated using the main control systern, but it also 
r eqt.:ires to flash or cycle in man-nLade situations, while in 
nature there is the flickering of candles, oil lamps Zind 
fires and the shimrneri.ng of light off water and the moving 
patterns of light caused by trees moving in the breeze. 

The modulation panel is there fore required to provide: -

(a) cyclic flashing 
(b) flickering/ shimnLeri.ng effects from cassette 
( c) lighting modulated from external sound effects. 

It should be noted that it is required that these signals 
operate groups, cues or single sockets and are not just 
alter.native dimmer feeds . 

Four units are required, one for each of the sub-masters 
on each palette. Hence sub-nLaster 1 on the left hand 
palette receives the same modulation out:-put as sub-master 
1 o.n the right hand palette and stalls control. 

Flashing facility 

The controls for this are seen as being those of a 
waveform generator. The cycle time would be set fir st: 
this control would provide a 0-60 seconds range. The 
second control is envisaged as being a setting of the 
percentage of the cycle time \Ulich will be at nLinimum 
(minimum light). Individual controls for rise time and 
fall time (0-30 seconds) are includ.ed to enable fast 
fade-ins to be followed by long decays, etc . The 
level of the minimum signal is controlled as is the 
amplitude of the signal to be mixed into the output. The 
basic concept is shown in drawing 904/ 242. 

A monitor point for the waveform shall be provided. The 
controls are all seen as being rotary types with clear 
engravings allowing for easy presetting. 
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Audio Ch a nr..els 

The two audio ch a nnels ar e id~ntical in that each h 2.·S a 
frequency selectoI" ·3witch (providing 6 discrete audio 
frequenci e s), a bandwidth control and a minim.um signa l 
level co.nt!·ol. Each channel also has an amplitude control. 

Final details of the frequency selective equipment will be 
fo:i.-mulatec in conjunction with the succe ssfo.: tend er er, but 
likely frequencies would be 200 Hz, 500 HZ, lKEz , 2KHz, 
4KFiz and 8KHz. The minimum bandwidth would be 
about ±. 20% of the selected frequency. 
frequency ranges will overlap. 

At maximum the 

The amplitude controls shall all include an off position 
and an indicator light. Some metering of the signal 
level, so that this can be related to the maximum dimmer 
drive, should be included. 

The three signals, flashing, cassette and audio input are 
combined on a highest takes precedence basis such that, 
for example, a signal from the cassette equipr.'1.ent can be 
further modulated by audio signals. 

The eassette equipment shall be incorporat ed in the 
modulation equipment panel. It is assumed that where 
very specia l signals are required these will be prepared 
in consultation with the sound department in order not 
to duplicate synthesiser and tone generation equipment . 
However, it must be possible to record on to sta n.dard audio 
casse ttes the final signal, when this is found to be 
satisfactory. 

Standard 'flickering' and ' shimmering' effects casse ttes 
will be produced by the client and used for normal 
effects . 

It is proposed that the cassette machines shall each be 
two track, so that synchronised signals may be fed to 
associated memories when an alternating effect is 
required. Switching for the tracks to the four modulators 
shall be included. 
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-~ . 9 REJl .. ,OTE CONTROL PANEL 

4. 9. 1 Introduction 

4.9.1.1 

4.9.1.2 

4.9.1.3 

4.9.1.4 

This panel provides for remote control of position, 
colour or slide in a luminaire or project or. 
The supply of luminaires, proj ecto1.·s or other 
distributed hardware is not included in this 
specification. This specification covers the panel, 
its functions, storage required and an output 
interface suitable for the remo·.:e control system. 

Basically the remote control system is to be a 
ring or rings into which electro-mechanical units 
capable of panning/tilting/focussing a luminaire, 
changing its colour filter or changing the slide in 
a projec:or, can be connected. Each discrete 
mechar,is1n has an address code and can be called 
up for presetting by the operator. When the 
position is right, it may be recorded as part of 
a cue . 

The panel and push buttons and their functions are 
described later. The tenderer shall allow a P. C 
sum for the fabrication of the panel, fitting and 
connection of the push buttons to the same stancard 
as in the rest of his system and for th e p!"ovision 
of POSITION GO and REVERSE signals; play cue, 
record cue and cue select numbers frorn his 
system to be available to another subcontractor. 

Vihere a software co1nputer is employed it may be 
possible for. a subroutine to be included for the 
processing of t"!-le remote control signals. Some 
500 words of programm.e (based on a 16 bit word) 
should be allowed. Where the basic store size of 
the lighting control system would be m.ade more 
economic if larger, the addition of 75, 000 words 
or 85, 000 words could be included as part of the 
main system. 



....::. 9. 2. F aci!.ities required on th~ pa.:-iel 

4 .9.2.1. 

4. 9. 2. 2. 

4 . 9 . 2 . 3. 

4. 9. 2. 4. 

4.9.2.5. 

The panel consists of a numerical selector 
and above it a set of six pushes c:nd thh;e 
illTu.-ninz.tcd indicators. To the left are 
the three wheels for controlling position, 
above them ten push buttons for selecting 
colour and to the right a sllli. e operational 
panel. 

Each remote control electro-mecb:.._11ical 
device will be given a discrete nmnber (may 
be all the colour change units begin with l, 
all the positional units begin with 4 and 
the slide change equipment begins with 7) and 
o:n keying i:n this number the appropriate 
indicator (COLOUR, POSN, PROJ) lights. In 
addition, if it is a colour change unit the two 
indicators over the colour change buttons 
illuminate, if it is a positional unit, those 
between the wheels illuminate and if it is a 
projector, the SLIDE button on the numerical 
selector illuminates. +l and -1 inc:::ement or 
deer ement the selected number as previously. 

Colour change units 

Two types of controller are allowed for, a 
semaphore and a wheel. The present colcur 
in the luminaire will be snown on the min1.ic. 
It shall be possible t..:; select open white (0), 
two or more colours together on a semaphore 
unit, or continuous motion on a colour 
wheel (~ ). 

Positional control 

Three motions are allowed for: pan, tilt and 
zoom or focus. A number of mechanical 
units may provide pan 2.!nd tilt ~or lumi:naires 
without focus, but some luminaire.:; ·will have 
a third function. The wheels, as for intensity 
contr0l and time setting, must have an 
agreed tactile response. The wheels shall be 
differently coloured and ·arranged so that 
motion towards the top of the panel is 
cio.ckwise pan, increased tilt and smalle1· focl.:s. 

Slide selection 

After selection of the projector, pressing the 
Uluminated SLIDE button enables :.. new two 
digit number to be selected £01· th.= ne::t sliG..::. 
It is likely that some restriction will .need to 



-~ . 9 . 2.5. 

ccr1t .. 

4.9.2 . 6. 

4. 9. 2 .7 . 

4 . 9.2 . 8. 

4 . 9 .2 .9. 

4.9.2. 10 

be put. on the .m:n1ber s which can be selec t eel , a s ::he 
slide ~l.:.agazir-.cs m.ay well only carry 60 to SO slides . 
the siide selected is available the projector will 
n1.ovc to it (subject to the buttons above the ·selector 
described later). 

Slide projectors are o:ten not used singly and it is 
possible to make up groups to change together using 
the sli2.e opei-ational panel to the right. A slide 
p1·oject0r selected can be transferred or added to one 

- r 
1.L 

of the groups X, Y, Z by the use of TRNSFR/ADD. If 
c. projector is already on one of the groups it would 
haveto be removed (DELETE) before being added to 
a .nether. CLEAR enables the whole group to be e:;:ased. 

The norinal slide operational controls are then provided 
below, move BACKWARD one slide and move FORWARD 
one slide. If it is .necessary to reset the group X to 
slide 12, say, X may be selected, SLIDE pressed and 
12 keyed in. 

The remaining small panel 0£ 6 push-buttons control th~ 
recording of n ew settings and the move to new positions . 
PRESET and FOLLOW are mutually exclusive, bistable 
pushes. PRESET ·mea.llS that a new selection of colour 
or position will be shown on the VDU mimic but the un~t 
will not move to it until MOVE is pressed, when any 
preset moves wiil be carried out. MOVE does not change 
the presetting state, it just allows pres~t nl.oves to be 
carried out. FOLLOW, on the othe::- hand, creates a 
state of permanent move in which lu1ninaires w.:.H follow 
the setting of the wheels etc. MOVE will remain 
illuminated during the motion of ali equipment. 

If a new position has been tried which is found to be 
unsatisfactory or unwa.nted it is possible to return to ~he 
previous position by pr.:::ssing LAST. This will apf_ly in 
either PRESET or FOLLOW modes. Similarly it m.ay be tha 
a change has been set up in advance of being required for 
recora.i.n.g. The luminaire rnay "be left in this position., 
but by pressing OMIT the change will not be included in 
the next cue recorded, but will be in the following cue. 

A similar set of three PRESET, MOVE and FOLLOW 
buttons are provided for the slide operati anal panel. 
This enables two or more slides to be stepped past with 
the panel in preset and the.n MOVE will take the 
projector directly to that slide requi:::-ed . Normaliy tnc: 
panel would work in the FOLLOW nJ.odc. 
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-1 . 9 . 2. i 1. The POSITION GO push button on I.he GREZN 
playback enables cue recorded with so:rrie new 
positional info:onation to be invoived , ei~her before 
or after ~he relevant intensity change. It will 
cause any remote unit for which there is a new 
position (i.e. : othe:..· than the position at which it 
now happens to be) in the store, to move to that 
position o:;.· to that colour, etc. In c ertc::.in 
circumstances extra, possibly decimal, cues will 
be rec:::>rded which contain purely position information. 
The POSITION GO push shall stay illuminated until 
all the moves a re fully carried out. A REVERSE 
action push will also be required for positional chang e s 
(not shown). 

4. 9 . 2. 12. The slide focus buttons will be used in conjunction with 
individual slide changes (where the unit includes a 
motorised lens) and the corrected setting will be 
r ecorded along with the slide number data . It is not 
intended to display this numerically b ut to treat it as a 
trim.ming control to work with the slides. 



4.9 . 4. 

De::;.:.gn iJOi:"lts 

4 . 9 .3.1. 

4. 9. 3. 2: 

'L 9. 3 . 3. 

5-.!-

r: is irnportc:.nt to ren1e nber that the r ~rnotc 

position control, slide and colour change 
equi?:.:n.ent is electi·o-mechanical and will not 
take kindly to conflicting instructions being 
received. It is essential that the processing 
electronics takes account of the abilities of the 
mcch:.:nical inte rface ar..d s ends realisti c 
instructions. If, for example, new slides are 
are being keyed in faster than the machine can 
display them, this information should not be 
transrn.itted to the data highway. 

All functions will take longer to carry out 
than it takes to instruct them and this must be 
indicated in some comprehensive way on the 
panel or VDU. 

I n the event of units not gettin g to their "in 
instructed pc;:;~~ions clue to obstruction::; or 
::;i1nilar extcr nal mechanical lini.i tat-ion::;, this 
shall not effect the control syste1n ~h ich shall 
continue to comm.and the final position until 
such tirne as a .new position is called up for 
that unit. 

.J 

R emote cont rol mimic 

4. 9. 4. 1. 

4 . 9. 4. 2. 

The r.najcrity of the information required for 
the r emote control functions can b e displayed 
in 3 active lines as shown in 904 /237 shc :~t 1. 
This relates to the selected remote control 
unit and shows its present and set position, 
and also gives a continuing display of the 
slide numbers applicable to the three shde 
projector groups X, Y, Z . 

On selecting a remote unit on the .nuinerical 
panel, the near central display REMOTE 
POSITIO~\J will appear for a r . .emote position 
control l..:minai:re, REMOTE COLOUR for a colour 
change and REMOTE SLIDE for a slide projector. 



4 . 9 . ~.::. 3. 

4 .9.4. 4 

4. 9. 4 . 5. 
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The present (NOVI) and the p:·esct (SET} 
?Ositions of P..A...1"\f TILT and FOCUS (or zoo!n) 
will be displayed. Where a unit has only just 
been selected ~'\J.OW and SET will indicate the 
s arn.e . A new position may be preset to a 
:number or found by using the F ·OLLOW 
facility. Three spaces are allowed but a two 
digit display is likely. 

·when a remote colour change or slide uni t 
are selected the word FOCUS become s COLOUR 
or S LIDE respectively. Under COLOUR the 
l ette:;:- s A to H or 0 can be displayed as 
appropriate . Und.e r SLIDE the two digit slide 
number will be shown. 

To the right of the words SLIDE GROUP a re 
the X, Y, and Z slide group states. These 
are positioned such that the thr(;e digit nmnbcr s 
o f the projectors (not shown} in each group c an 
b e a dded in the setting panel space below 
y.rithout blanking a ny other info:::-m.ation. Up 
to 10 s lide proj e ctors c an be shown, as for 
sockets display in the setting pan el space, but 
i n e::xces s of this nwnber is indicated by a + 
sign. 



;<·~.._--;·_:OX 5: D:SSKS Ju~D C01'viPONEKTS 

.5. l Introc":.uc~ion 

- ? .'.) ..... 

5.1. l 

5.1. 2 

. l. 3 

5.1. 4 

T::~e Desks 

5.2 .1 

5.2.2 

5.2.3 

5 .2. 4 

The -.:wo systcn1s are envisaged as control panels a nd display units 
s ct into desks in the forrn shown in 904/ 236. The location cf th e 
d esks in the control rooms are indicated in 90 11:/239 together with 
t.:i.c space availab:i.e for control equipment. It should be n oted 
that the Lower Theatre control equipment is to be loca ted in a 
sepa::.·ate room. below the dimmer room (see drawing 904/705). 
The dirnn1er rooms are shown in drawings 904/708 and 904/217 . 

The details of the lighting control rooms, including cabl e tray or 
trunking, will be prepared by the Consultants after the final detail!:> 
of the desk and a ll ancillary equipment are supplied by the lighting 
control equipment contractor. 

The supply of any special cables which are not readily a va ila ble 
shaE be included by the tenderer who sha ll anyway include in his 
t ender a schedule and schematic of the co1nplcte control cable 
ins tall a ti on. 

The tenderer shall include for the termination and connection all 
control cables and any mains and video cables associated with his 
equipment. The main electrical contractor will be responsible for 
all power connections to dimmer equipment and for the outgoing 
socket feeds. 

The desks shall be formed from blackboard or chipboard, securely 
constructed with glued and screwed joints , accurately £aced wit:n 
ar! agreed laminate sheet to provide a hardwearing surfac e . The 
edges of the desks towards the operators s hall be padded and 
covered with an appropriate material. Colours to be decided. 

The communications panel shall be supplied free issue to the 
lighting control contractor bm: he will otherwise b e responsible for 
'the compl e te furnishing on the desk and monitor section between 
the side walls and from the glazing to the operators edge of the 
desk. An area shall b e included for a layout plan. 

Knee space shall be maintain ed and no controls, cables or el e ctr o~ics 
shall be allowed to encroach on the physical space required by ti.1~ 
operator. 

The control romn windows are both opened by a inechanism. ::.-:-: m:.:y;:2G. 
beneath them and for which acces s i s requi red through oenea:ch t:1c 
desk: t his shall be considered in the design . The ter.C. c: ::.·er shz:.li 
include for O PEN, CLOSE and STOP push buttons on t!-.c~ super
vi s ory panel in the desk. 
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5.2 . 6 

5.2.7 

5. 3 Components 

5. 3. 1 

5.3. 2 

5. 3. 3 
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All panels shall locate in ;:t. metal frame or frames s c.;t i n to the 
tirnber desk and shall finish flush with the laminate facings. 
lVIinirnum num.bcrs of fi::-:ing screws shall ~c employed (secret 
fixings preferred). All panels shall be durably fini shed to a very 
high standard. An agreed maI1ufacturer 1 s nameplate shall be 
permitted in one position on the desk. Minimum engraving is 
required on the panels . 

Any processing electronics required shall be included on the back 
of the panels or located to the side of the desk in the pedestals 
or p. rack. This is to be discussed when final volume required is 
defined . 

The tenderer shall include for any necessary trimming or edging 
on site to ensure that the desk fits correctly in position. This 
could take tne form of a timber edging fixed to the wall up to 
which the desk fits. As the desk is likely to be one of the last 
elements installed it is conside'.red advisable that the desk 
manufacturer attends site and provides this attenda..."'1.ce rather 
than the main contractor. 

The contractor shall, whenever possible, use tried and tested 
components and shall remain fully responsible for all problerns 
a:;sociated with them. He will be expected to demonstra·::e his 
ability to produce reliable electronic circuits and shall describe 
his expected MTBF and supply details of service and repair 
facilities (see also paragraph 7 . 8). 

All major components snall be described in the tender: power 
supplies, stores, computer, cassette system, monitors, 
encoders, etc . , etc. 

Certain specific components are required: all the panel push 
buttons are to be CLARE PENDAR illuminated reed switch types. 
The engraving and symbols can be discussed and finalised before 
orders are placed by the contractor for th.es e c.omponents. The 
encoder wheels are to include an amount of frictional and dynamic 
feedback which ca.n be adjusted, and the slightly ribbed su;.·iace 
shown has to be tried. At least 3 and preferably 5 wheel colours 
are required. A prototype wheel shall be demor..strated for the 
consultants to try. 



u. l. Introd:c.ction 

6. 1. 1. 

6. 1. 2. 

6. 1. 3. 

6. 2. Description 

6. 2. 1. 

6. 2. 2. 
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The i1nportant parameters of the dimmers a1·e given in 
order that manufacturers cal'l appreciate whether there a1·e 

special requirements over and.above their normaldimmers: 
it is not intended that a special dim.mer be designed 

spcciiicaliy for this installation. 

It is e:K9ected that thyrister or triac dimmers will be 
offered and that samples of possible types will L(! made 
available for soak testing by the consultants or to 
their instructionsfor a period of at lPast 6 weeks. 

In addition to the standard dimmers, contact or or AC 
solid state switches are required to enable the a::.ternative 
sockets to be fed as described. J imilarly equiprn.cnt .for 
switching the switched- only circuits shall be inciuded in 
the installation eifler as separate racks or included in 
the switching moC:-.:2es necessary f o r a percentage of 
the dimmers. 

Sizes 

Both 2i Kw and 5 Kw capacity dimmers are r equired 
and the performance specified shall be achieveC: by bod: 
sizes on loaC.s down to 1% of the dimmers' re.ting. 

Packaging 

Single or double self-contained plug-in modules are 
required. These shall be interchangable with each other 
and shall be in racks of 20 or nJ.ore. The racks shall 
be provided with LIVE circuit fusing for a~l outgoing 
circuits and shall be of the open f::-'-11.t type ( the dim ... iner 
modules form the front face of the rack). Ee.ch module 
shall carry a permanent serial number clearly marked on 
it so tha t individual recurring faults can be easily 
conformed as being a certain dimmer mcd.ule. 5Kw 
and 2-f Kw sizes shall .not be i nterchangable . 

The racks and di:mmer spaces shall be marked with 
circuit numbers and phasing and DAl'JGER-LIVE 
TERMINALS ENCLOSED signs. 
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6. 2.4. 

6. 2 . 5 . 

6. 2 . 6. 

Acoustic Noise 

The dirnn1er equipment shall not create noise in excess c ... 
NC 20 and shall preferably not require to be blown 
for cooling. The dimmer rooms will be maintained at 

.... -o c an ambient temperature not exceeding .:>'.::> • The 
Upper Theatre dimmer roo!n. has a doo1· into the fly 
towe:;.· and it is therefore important to li~it the acoustic 
noise from the dirr...mer s. No special arrangemen:.s 
are to be required for cooling the racks, which shall 
be fitted with approved form of over-heating alarm. 

Electi·ical Connections to the racks 

Inuut power: connections shall be to three-phase and neut:-~.i 
busba:;,:s fitted in the top of the rack by the dimmer supplier. 
The bus bars shall be of at least 500 A capacity and 
will be able to be centre - fed. It shall be possible 
lo sup?lY any di1n1ncrs in a given rack frorn. a give:n 
phase. 
Output connectio<"lS: separate line and neutral con:1cctions 
of a clamping terminal block type shall be proviu.e<l for 
each outgoing circuit. The terminals shall be able to 
accept 10 or 6 mm 2 cable for 5Kw circuits and 6 or 
4 or 2. 5 mm2 for 2± Kw circuits. 

AL'.. ccr...neci:ions, fuses , 
and indelibly mar!ced. 
provide d in each rack. 

Electrical Supplies 

anci -.:e:!:minal shall be clearly 
Suitable earthi:1.g points si1all be 

These are nominal 240 v, 50 Hz TPN supplies from local 
distribution switchgear, and subject to ACB's remotely 
controlled from each lighting control desk. 

Dimmer l\!1odule Connections 

Earthing, power and control volts shall be connected in 
that order on inserting a dimmer module and ar:..·3.nged 
such that the dimmers switch off when control volts 
are removed. No live parts shall be accessible when the 
dimmers are removed or during the process of remove.!. 
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6. 2 . 8 . 

6. z. 9. 

6. 2. 10 

6 . 2.il. 

oU 

It is envisaJed that the requii·crnen:: will b e -10 1· an 
analo~ue DC signal of 0 to +5v. The input impe:d~ncc oi 
the con.~rol circuit sha::.l be such as to lir.-1it the curre nt 
required to less than 2r11.A. Digital drive to the dimmers 
is .c.o~ considered appropriate to this installation. 

Control s.::tt i.ng - light output law 

The din~n'1.er perf or::.J.'1.ance shall be sucn that it is 
pos siH..e fo-r- a steadily changing input signal to provid.e 
a continuously changing light output from a tungste n 
source of the full rating of the dimmer. This law, 
w.1:iich is not easily defi.:-.ed mathematically, is to ensure 
that automatically originated fades and crossfades 
provide a constantly changing light output over the 
o perating range. It wiil also be found that such a 
characteristic provides satisfc..c tory pre setting as a 
change of, say, i point anywhere on the scale will cause a 
similar per c en tag e c hange of light. 

It is expected that the absolute values of 
the curve would be determined by experiment by the 
consultant and contractor but an ability to produce; this 
characteris t ic either in the dimmer or by a separate 
i.nteface, etc, shall be demonstrated. 

Stabilitv 

It is important that the absc,iute value of output vo::.t!O is 
stable, with constant input signal over long :;>e!' iods anci 
over the normal operating temperature range. 

Periods up to 6 inonths or extremes of temperature +10°c 
0 

to + 35 C shall only change output volts by 1 % {input 
signal constant) . 

Interchangeability 

For a .constant input signal any correctly alig:ned 
dimmer supplied shall provide output volts within 1±% 
for t...11.e same load and temperature . 

Dissination 

T he heat output of the dimmers shall be less than 2% 
of the full rating when fully loaded. They shall be 
ca?ab::.e of continuous operation at this dissip<J.tion fo:L 
ext.:::nC'..ed periods of at least 48 hours {i:;ee also 
paragraph 6. 2. 3. ). 
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6 . 2. 14. 

6. 2. 15. 

6.2.16. 
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1Iains voltz. gc variations 

The di~nmers shall be stabiiised sufficiently thc.:.t the 
effect of input mains vo:'..tage variations is ;.· educed s0 
that ovei.· m.ains variations of + 6 % increa se., 
tl:e output volts for a given control signal :..·emain v1ithi'1 
1%. 

Dimmer ad iustme.n.ts. 

These shall be the minimum necessary, but shall b.::: 
accessible ec:..siiy and means urovided in eac:. dimme:r-
roo1n for local provision of the nzces sary cont:::-ol signal 
without using the main control desk. Monitor points to chcc:..: 
the presence of the control sig.nal and the correct 
operation of the control circuit shall be provided on tne 
front panel but ch.eeks on the power output would be 
made on the fuses or terminals .in the rack. 

Reliability 

It is essential that the dimmers are ext:::-emely 
reliable a!.1.d are not caused to n:-J.alfunction by mair-s 
borne spikes, interference or mon1entary power failure. 
Positive firing of the thyristo:r-s must be achieved at ali 
tlines and the equipment must be fully protected agai~st ~l:e 

sud.den load of a cold full-rating lamp or short circuit. 

Volt drop 

The full load voltage drop across the dimmer shaE ~ct 
exceed 5 volts at maximum conduction. 

Filtering 

The dimm.ers shall incorporate filter 5 tc limit the inter for ence 
on external audio circuits to generally accepted televisioa 
studio• standards . The tenderer shall specify the rise 
times for different load conditions. 
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_::-_-:CTION" 7: A>l"CILL.ARIZS 

7 . 3 . 

7.1.1. A number of ancillary items are required for ea..::n 
systeln inclucii..'1.g supervisory panels, tape ca s set!:e 
fac:Eti cs, fittings for communication facilities and cue 
lights, and a designer's panel. 

Sa:Jervisory par.el 

7. 2. 1. 

7 . 2. 2. 

7. 2. 3. 

7. 2. 4. 

A supervisory panel with all the necessary co:nrols on 
it to switch on the system, switch on the production 
lighting pow.:::r (push buttons, key l ock and indicators 
only in this contract) and to authorise the use of the main 
ar.d stalls control record facilities and the use of the tape 
cassette system is required. Separate intens·it y and 
position record enable keys are envisaged. 

This panel will also include controls for adjusting the 
audible warning the sys tem provide s and the i.nte.r.~Hy of 
the desk and button illumiu.ation. 

Overheat and other supervisory alarms will be incluC.ed. 
The monitor controls are envisaged as being associc.ted 
with the monitors them5elves but it may be necessary 
t o include changeover facilities in the event of a monitor 
!ailing. 

The details of these controls will be estatl ished in 
conjunction with the contractor when details of the r.na..:.;:-, 
system are finalised. 

Tape cassette 

7. 3. 1. 

7. 3. 2. 

A cassette system by which complete or part produc!:ions 
may be committed to a magnetic tape record and then 
reused is required. The cassette system shall also 
provide the input for computer and hardware test 
programmes. 

The system shall rec.ord both intensity and positional 
information and shall employ magnetic tape cassettes of 
sufiici ~nt capacity for complete productions. The 
cassettes shall be rugged and able to be label.led with 
production name and number. The tape surface shou:d be 
recessed from the outside of the cassette: or covered 
whe n removed from the equipment. Som.e physical G.evic .:! 

preventing rerecording on certain cassettes would be 
an advantage. 



7. 3. 3. 

7. 3 . 4. 

7. 3. 5. 

7. 3. 6. 

7. 3. 7. 

7. 3. 8. 

, ., 
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It shall be possibl e to transfer cues s1ng1y o:i: ir.. g :.:oups ~i-.d 

to r e~i.i.emb-::r cues in the process of transfer. Auto -
rnod inforn1at~on shall also be tra.nsfer::-ed as it stands, 
as auto-mod settings will often be used as a standby 
for vital l-.1minai:;.~es in a production. 

Interlocldng controls allowing for the erast::-e 0£ a 
tape and the clearing of a memory are to be provide:d.. 
Selectors for the start and finish cues of a seq_uence sh<lll 
be included but it is only n e cessary for these to cope wifo 
3 -digit cues. Decimal cues will be recorded. as decimal s 
so that when the show returns to the repertoire the 
cues are the same as before. 

The main essE.ntial of the tape system is that i t is 
completely reliable and straightforward in operation so 
that it can be depended on as part of the main system. 

System and hardware test p:!.·ogrammes shail be proposed by 
the tenderer· and these shall be able to be inserted fro~~ 
prerecorded cassettes into the:: equipment in o:;.-der to 
C:1!."'ry out routi.re maintenance. 

Rather than have a separate paper tape system by which 
lighting schedules or cues cc:n be fed into the system lt 
would be preferred if an operator could prepare a 
s chedule of circuits or a .nun1.ber of cues fron-i a 
lrnyboard as a cassette tape which can then be put into 
the memory before lighting rehearsals start for that 
production. 

The tape system shall operate at a reaso.:iable speed st4c!-i 
that a complete production can be racorde:d or transferr.:::~ 
back into the memory in less than 15 minutes. If 
possible operation of the tape system shall no t preclude 
lighting operations being carried out using memor1es 
outside the range selected o.n the cassette equipment. 

/ 



7. 5. 

7. 6. 

7.-:k. l. 

7. 4. 2. 

7. 4. 3. 

Ha::-d copv 

7. 5. 1. 

u 1 

A keyboard with a typcw:· it-=r format :;_::lus th0 a<lc.i t ion<ll 
facilities usua lly associated with a VDU, ie: the 
cursor positio:ling push buttons, is required. 

On selection of CUE SELECT or CUE LIST the cu::.· sor 
shall becorne available c:..nd shall accept new cue title s or 
n-10dification s to existing tit:i.es. A maximum. t i t le lengt h 
shall be established. The designer may p1· efer to use 
it to add notes about each cue or series of cues. 

It shall also be possible, as described earlier to switch the 
keyboard so that it may be used. to prepare a ulot or 
series of cues which can then be recorded in a cassette 
for fomre use. If the keyboard and a mimic VDU can 
be used for this it v.rill reduce the amount of equipn~ent 
required for these ancillary operations. 

A single teletype which can produce harci. copy :.:eco:-ds 1:::orn 
either system memory is required. This item would 
be used to keep pe:;:manent records of productions and 
for a!1.aly-sis . It would not be expected that it would be 
in permanent use and may well provide a useful computer 
maintenance component. 

Com:n·..inicatioros 

7. 6. 1. 

7. 6. 2 . 

A coIT>_inunications pan.el will be i :.nco:rporz..t ed in i:he 
desk. It will be manufactured and installed by Pye 
Business Communications Ltd. but the lighting control 
syste1n contractor shall allow the required routes for 
cables, panel fixing points and space , a.nd shall 
-:a - operate generally in its inclusion 
will be 9" x 20" wide. 

Th~ size of the panel 

The cue lights shown on it {drawing 904/373 ) may be 
repositione::d in a lighting control panel directly in front 
of the ope:::-ator in which case the indicator lights and 
reply but!:o .. -i circuit will be supplied free is sue to the 
lighting control system contractor . 



7. 7. 

7. 6. 3 . 
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Ring i!~tercorn iacili::i.;s "1.vill b e provi ded between ...:ci·1t-.:·0l 

r0or..1. and the diinmer :!."Oo1ns but the co.a:ractor sho;.u.<l 
allow for a ter"..1.:i_Jo1·a :ry telephone syster:i i £ ~'le feds such 
will be r eq:.?.i1·ed f or installation anC: commis sionin~ , 

as it is likely that the main cornrnunications system. will 
be being c01nmissioned at the same time. 

Designers po:;:-table pa1:·2l 

7. 7 . l. 

7. 7. 2. 

7. 7 . 3 . 

7. 7. 4 . 

7. 7 . 5. 

7. 7 . 6; 

7. 7. 7 . 

This is a portable piece of ancillary equipment coP-cciveC:. 
to overcome sett ing problems and to sin1.plify a 
designer 1 s modifications during rehearsals. It should be 

quoted as an extra. 

The panel is s een as consisting of a se t of 19 push 
buttons laid out as the number selection pushes on the 
setting panel in a moulded ca.:. e with a simple display of 
the selected socket nU.L-nber and the level c om1nande~. The 
unit will not show. 
the corr1rnand. 

the level the socket was but o.r1ly - ... a.i.., 

The panel would only select SOCKETS and would set 
levels using the @ (as explained before). The 0 anC: F 
pushes would not be illuminated. The dot button will 
be used to put a circuit back to its last recorded l evei. 

The im;iorta.nt facility oi this co.atrol has to be its 
portability. Whiie it would be ideal if this unit cm:J.d 
use a radio i:.i gnal, if this is .:c.ot practicable it should. 
be lin:~ed u s ing only a coc..xial cable or, at the most, a 
screened star-cuad cable of considerabl e i-esilience . 
This cable could be rig ged to drop ircm a central bridge 
position, as well as use a socket in the flom·, to enable the 
designer to roam the stalls and downstage areas. The 
u:nit would be used around the theatre for setting lamps, 
C':pecially those in the bridges. 

If the unit is r adio linked it will obviously be ba:tery 
powered, but if on a cable it may be fed in two unused 
cores. A cable diameter of 3/ 16· 11 maxi..-nurn is 
acceptable. 

T he portable unit will alV1ays control circuits i n th~ outp-..ir 
store and they will be left as set on i t , unless the d~t 

button is pressed before CLEAR. If a circuit is to b-= 
put off, it is set to 0 and then CLEAR used. 

If after CLEAR, - and CLEAR a re pressed this wiE p-..:.t 
off all the sockets which were on under control of the 
portab~e unit. 



7. c:. 

7. 9. 

7. 8. l. 

7. 8 . 2. 

7. 8. 3. 

7. 8.4. 

7. 8. 5. 
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A pan.el of 20 auxiliary faders is required which can be 
selected to con·~rol a lT1aximunl. of 10 circuits each on a 
pin p<:.tch systeni. The pin patch sh.all refer to the 
dis continuous series of sockets in the theatre. 

The iader s are essentially foi· exn.ergency standby but can 

for special effects o:;.· when the main system is not on; 
for examj_'.)ie , for additional on-stage rehearsal lighting. 

The faders shall be provided with ON-OFF push 

bu-::tons, including a FLASH facility if possible, and 
shalldrive the dimmers on a highest takes precede.nee 

basis. 

These faders · shall be supplied completely indeper..dently, 

such that if the main system is not on or .rwt even 
powered, they can be switched on independently and used. 

It is envisaged that these faders will be standard 

quadrant or linear faders with scales showing 0 - 10 with 
half a .nd quarter markings. They should operate t o a 
'theatre' law if that described under 6. 2. S. is not possible 
without the main system. 

hol.cse Lightir..g 

7. 9 . l. 

7. 9. 2. 

The control of a number of circ:.iits oi house lighting is 

required. within:_ the system. The house lighting circuits 
will form part of the production- lighting installatio.n a::id will 
be available as individual dimmers (feeding a number of 
lamps or outlets) or as a cue (00 0). If different hcl."!.Se 
lighting groups are required with or without the addition. 
of other production lighting outlets these can be f o:::-~-ied. up 
using o ther cue numbers. Cue 000 will always bring up t~e 
house lighting cii·cuits only. 

The house lighting dimmers will be identical and inter
changeable with all others of the sanJ.e rating, but s110uid 

be accommodated if possible in a separate rack. Separate 
isolation will be provided for these circuits. 
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7.10. l. 

7.10. 2. 

710. 3. 

67 

Any test equipment which is nee es sary for fir st line 
rn.aintenance of the complete installation shall be included 
and its fu,1ction and use described in the technical 
handbook. Equipment required for setting -c.:-,: , connecting 
and putt ing the installation to use shall re1nc.in the 
contractor 1 s i·esponsibility. 

The tenderer shall supply a priced list of test equipment 

which will be required by a qualified electronic engineer, 
who has under go:ne a course on the system , on order to 
carry out normal maintenance in excess of first line 
maintenan ce . 

A priced list of recommended spares to be held by the 

theatre shall be included in the tender based on the 
following as surn.ptions: 

1. Fir st line maintenance (replacement of 
cards, etc.) will be diagnosed and 
corrected by theatre staff, p o ssibly in 
conjunction with contrac tor ' s staff over 
the telep:'.-1.one. 

2. lvfajor cor.nponents will be duplicated so 
U:.at in -::~1.e e vent of failure the syste1n shall 
be usable, albeit with so:r~e restrictions. 

( i and. 2 protect agai:r:st part failure sho;:-tly before a 

performance) 

3 . The c011.t:cactor shall provide service call 
arrangen1ents with qualified s t aff who will 
attend within 2 hours of a failu1· e being 
reported between the hours of 10. 00 a.nd 
l'). 00 (and who will continue such work as 
:rnay be necessary to get the performance 

on beyond this time) . After 19. 00 a 
telephone diagnosis service must be p;:-ovideci, 
with automatic attendance by service staff 

the folio\:Vi:ng morning unless the fault is 
rec orded as repaired by the theatre. 

4. All spare_s .not included in the list 
proposed for holding by the theatre, shall 
be a vail a ble in the contraccor 1 s near
London prerni ses . 
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'l.,l1e S)'Ste1~.t sl12ll be desig:n.ed to be ec..sy to diagnose z.ncl 
to rn.ai.ntain . It shall be desig.n.ed to ensure that, 
wherevei· possible , :faults on given ele:rnents do ·not 
affect other pa:;:ts of the system. Particular attention 
shaE be paid to power supplies and other cexitral 
equipnient which could have far reachL.'1.g ef:fects. 

Dimrn.er test gear and equiprnent suitable foi· _: ~tting 

dirnrners up shall be included in the above lists. A 
fuse test board shall be included in each set of racks, 
preferably alongside the fuses. This shali be mains 
powered through a transformer. 
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SECTTO N S : SYSTJ.:: :\.i QU r'\.i"\fTITIES 

.S. l U P PEH. T HE .A T .RE 

8 .1.1 

8.1. 2 

Din1rners and output circuits 

5Kw dimmer s with S INGLE output 
5Kw diml11er s with TWO alternative outputs 
5Kw dirn.rners with THREE alternative 
ouputs 

SiKw di1nrn.er s with SIN GLE output 
ZiKw dim1ners with TWO alternative outputs 
2.±Kw dimmers with THREE alternative 
outputs 

S w itched only circuits 

2tKw house iight dimmers with SINGLE 
output 
5Kw house light dimmers with SINGLE 
output 

allow 

allow 

8. 2 LOWER THEATRE 

8.2.l 

8 . 2.. 2 

Dimmers 2.nd output circuits 

5Kw dimmers with SINGLE output 
5Kw d im1ne rs with TWO alternative outputs 
5Kw dimmers with THREE alternative 
outputs 

2±Kw di1n~ers with SINGLE output 
2±Kw dimmers with TWO alternative outputs 
2-}Kw dirn ... -rners with THREE alternative 
outputs 

Switched only circuits 

2±Kw house light dimmers with SINGLE 
output 
SKw house light dimmers with SINGLE 
output 

allow 

allow 

(S ee also the Schedule of sockets and drawing) 
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